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ABSTRACT

This paper describes heat exchanger performance in terms of their
impact on the unit in the form of forced outages and deratings as
well as incapability due to scheduled outages. Some major
problems with heat exchangers are highlighted.
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1.0

INTRODUCTION
Heat exchanger failures in Ontario Hydro's CANDU nuclear
generating stations have become a high priority item in the
last few years. Several costly forced outages have been
caused by tube failures in major heat exchangers. Included
in this category are steam generators, moderator heat
exchangers» bleed coolers, main condensers, feedwater
heaters, and various other auxiliary system coolers.
This paper provides a brief reliability performance review
and describes several problems encountered on specific heat
exchangers.
The Nuclear Generating Stations (NGS) included in this
review are as shown in Table Is
Table 1
Output
Capacity
Net MW e
NPD NGS
Douglas Point NGS
Pickering NGS-A
Bruce NGS-A

22
206
4 x 515
4 x 740

NCP%*
(Since I/S
To End 1979)
61.2
48.2
78.4
74.7

Year
In-Service
1362
1968
1971 to 1973
1977 to 1979

The period covered in the data is from 1975 to 1979
inclusive. The number of heat exchangers involved is 541
in the size range of 1 MWt to 283 MWt.
2.0

DEFINITIONS
There are several indices that we use to measure
reliability performance. Two of these, as used in this
paper, are defined in general terms as follows:

*NCF * Net Capacity Factor
I/S « In-Service
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2.1

DAFOR - Derating Adjusted Forced Outage Rate
The Derating Adjusted Forced Outage Rate is
the random probability of the loss of
operating capacity through forced outages,
forced derating», and unscheduled extensions
to Maintenance and planned outages.
The detailed equation is the same as the
Canadian Electric Association definition and
approximately the sane as EFOR as defined by
Edison Electric Institute.

2.2

ICbF

- Incapability Factor
The overall probability that energy can be
produced by a generating unit is measured by
the Capability Factor (CbF).

CbF

Energy Available (actually
produced plus energy that could
have been produced)
Perfect Production

Incapability Factor » 1 - CbF
Thus, Incapability Factor indicates the
overall reduction of available energy.
The detailed equation is the same as the
Canadian Electric Association definition and
approximately identical to 1 - Equivalent
Availability Factor defined by Edison
Electric Institute.
Briefly, DAFOR accounts for lost production due to forced
deratings and forced outages, whereas ICbF includes
scheduled outages as well as DAFOR.
3.0

PERFORMANCE OF HEAT EXCHANGERS
3.1

Heat Exchanger DAFOR
Figure 1 shows the major heat exchanger contribution
to nuclear generating stations' DAFOR. For the
5-year period 1975 to 1979, the nuclear generating
station DAFOR was 14.4% for all causes, whereas the
contribution due to major heat exchangers was 1.8%.

For 1979 only, DAFOR is 14.lt for all causes, and for
major heat exchangers it is 2.3%. Production loss
attributed to major heat exchangers in 1979 was
1 100 GW.h out of 6 700 GW.h for all causes.
3.2

Heat Exchanger ICbF
Figure 2 depicts major heat exchanger contribution to
nuclear generating stations' incapability factor.
For the same 5-year period, the value for all causes
is 20.7% whereas the contribution due to major heat
exchangers is 3.0%. In 1979 only, the value for all
causes is 20.6%, while the contribution due to major
heat exchangers is 4.9%. This amounts to 2 300 GW.h
lost production in the last year, out of 9 800 GW.h
for all causes.
As mentioned under the definitions, this index
includes incapability as a result of scheduled
outages and therefore is higher than the DAFOR
figures. It also reflects a bad year of HX
performance.

3.3

DAFOR and ICbF By Function
Figures 3 and 4 show the major heat exchanger
contribution to DAFOR and ICbF by specific function.
Steam generators, moderator heat exchangers, bleed
coolers, and generator hydrogen coolers have been the
biggest contributors to incapability. These have 2
things in common. They have no built-in redundancy
and they cannot be maintained at high power. Except
for the hydrogen coolers, they are also contaminated
with radioactivity.
By contrast, considerable maintenance has been done
on condensers, but because they are maintainable at
or near full power, they have contributed relatively
little to incapability.

3.4

DAFOR and ICbF By Cause
Figures 5 and 6 show the contribution to DAFOR and
ICbF by. specific cause. Tube leaks and inspections
are by far the biggest contributors to incapability.
The foregoing has indicated the impact that major
heat exchangers have had on our nuclear generating
stations, and mentioned the ones by function and
cause that have been the most problematic. The next
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section describes the type of problem encountered on
four different types of heat exchangers which have
caused the greatest incapability. These are
moderator heat exchangers, steam generators, bleed
coolers and generator hydrogen coolers.
4.0

DESCRIPTION OF PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED
Table 2 lists some of the technical data for each type
discussed.
4.1

Moderator Heat Exchangers - Pickering NGS-A
The Pickerinq NGS moderator heat exchangers resulted
in major incapabilities (1.1 TW.h) in 1978 and 1979
due to tube leaks caused by fretting, resulting from
flow-induced vibration. They had been in service
approximately 8 years. There are 2 per unit for a
total of 8, and are all identical in design. Tubing
and supports are made of 70/30 copper-nickel. The
fluid on the tube side is heavy water and Lake
Ontario water on the shell side.
Flow on the shell side enters in the middle and exits
at either end. There is no impingement plate at the
entrance and therefore, flow impinges directly on the
outer rows of tubes. In addition, the flow control
valve is upstream of the heat exchanger and induces
cavitation in the inlet piping and this appears to be
transmitted to the heat exchanger.
Damage to the tubing as shown in Figure 7 has been
diagnosed as mostly due to fretting at the tube
supports in the area of the service water inlet.
Each of the 8 heat exchangers are damaged in the same
area although the number of tubes plugged with > 25%
wear varied between 10 to 25 tubes of 2 447 per heat
exchanger. Failures per tube year are 9.5 x 10-4 as
given in Table III.
An interim remedy to minimize the problem is to
install lacing similar to that shown in Figure 8 to
reduce the unsupported span in the inlet region. In
addition, the outlet valve has been throttled to
increase the heat exchanger back pressure, and this
has reduced noise due to cavitation significantly as
evidenced by vibration monitoring. It is planned to
continue monitoring the rate of deterioration and
this will determine future action to be teken on
these heat exchangers.

4.2

Steam Generators
4.2.1

NPD NGS
This is a horizontal U-tube in U-shaped shell
steam generator connected to a drum with
risers and downcomers. There are 2 069 tubes
made of Inconel 600. The unit has been
in-service since 1962.
In 1969, one leaking tube was found and
plugged. Damage was attributed to flowinduced vibration caused by high velocity
water impinging on the tubes in the vicinity
of the downcomers. In 1978, a further tube
leak developed and 9 tubes were plugged at
this time. They occurred in the same region
and for the same reason as in 1969. In 1979,
a further 4 leaking tubes were found and 37
were plugged explosively. Fairly extensive
eddy current inspection was carried out at
this time. It showed damage at the
downcomers, but also what appeared as wall
wastage or cracking within 5 cm of the
tubesheet. This could be due to chemical
:action or stress corrosion cracking due to
over-rolling. This has not been resolved as
yet.
Following the tube plugging in 1979, it was
found that the steam generator was fouled to
the extent that the unit was only able to
produce 18 MW e instead of the normal
25 MW e. Chemical cleaning of the steam
generator removed approximately 1 megagram of
material. ït consisted of approximately the
following quantities of material:
Magnetite

500 kg

Copper

200 kg

Sulphate, phosphate
and other metals

200 kg

Suspended matter
in waste solvent
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The origin of these deposits is thought to be
from corrosion products from the feedwater
system/ from chemical control products» and
from condenser cooling water in-leakage.
Figures 9 and 10 show a view of the tubing
through a handhole before and after chemical
cleaning. Upon completion of the job, the
unit was able to produce its rated full power
again.
It is noteworthy that, to the best of our
knowledge/ this is the first time a
recirculating nuclear steam generator has
had a full chemical cleaning and we are quite
pleased with the results.
Incapability Factor caused by the NPD NGS
steam generator in 1979 was 17.6% compared to
57.2% for all causes. For the 5-year period,
the steam generator caused an Incapability
Factor of 6.6%, and for the unit from all
causes it was 27.5%. Lifetime failures per
tube year equals 21.39 x 10"*. See
Table III.
4.2.2

Pickering NGS-A
Pickering NGS-A has 12 vertically oriented
steam generators for a total of 31 200 tubes
per unit. They have been in-service for
approximately 8 years. The tube material is
monel. There has only been one leaking tube
(Unit 2, Boiler 7 in 1974), and only one has
been plugged in the life of the 48 steam
generators. This failure was considered to
be due to a random manufacturing defect. A
second tube beside it is known to have a
defect but has not changed in size over
several years of operation. This is an
example of outstanding trouble-free
operation.
An Incapability Factor of only 0.1% out of
15.2% for the station for all causes has been
experienced due to steam generators at
Pickering NGS-A in 1979. They have a
lifetime failures per tube year of 0.01 x
10~ 4 .

4.2.3

Bruc« NGS-A
Bruce NGS-A has 8 steam, generators for a
total of 33 600 tubes per unit. The
configuration is shown in Figure 11. There
are 2 steam drums each served by 4 steam
generators. The tube Material is
Inconel-600.
An Incapability Factor of 5.2% out of a total
of 22.7% for the station in 1979 has been
experienced and failures per tube year equals
0.56 x 10"*.
All tube leaks to date have occurred on
Unit 2, which was the first unit placed
in-service. In 1978, 2 leaks were confirmed
and a total of 9 tubes were plugged
explosively. Defects were found on the
inside of 3 tubes (2 of which were leaking)
just above the top support plate near the
U-bend. Two seal welds were suspected as
leaking but not definitely confirmed.
In 1979, one tube leak was detected at the
40* U-bend support. This tube was plugged,
plus another one which had a defect of
unknown nature as shown by eddy current
testing. The cause or causes of the defects
in 1978 and 1979 have not been determined as
yet.
In addition to tube leaks, there have been
other problems associated with the steam
generators. Inspection of the steam drum and
the U-bend of the tube bundles revealed a
layer of deposits approximately 9 mils thick,
consisting mainly of copper, manganese, and
iron, with lesser amounts of silicon,
aluminum, and nickel. The tubes are no
longer loose in their U-bend supports, and
there is a concern that this is due to the
deposits. It may raise stresses which can
result in stress corrosion cracking in the
future. Figure 12 shows this deposit. It is
more prevalent in the inner set of stsam
generators which seem to be steaming at a
more rapid rate than the outer ones. Similar
deposits have not been found on the other
units to date. This is attributed to the
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fact that Unit 2 was the first one inservice, and the water treatment plant was
not working satisfactorily at the time.
Water quality was improved before the other
units were placed in-service.
Another problem on the Bruce NGS-A steam
generators is drum sag and humping during
heat-up and cooldown. As was Mentioned
previously, there are two steam drums and
each one is connected to 4 vertical steam
generators as shown in Figure 11. If
deflection occurs in the steam drum, high
stress level will occur in the areas where
the steam generators join the drum
(T-juncture). These deflections do in fact
occur, their main cause being differential
top-to-bottom expansion of the steam drum
metal due to differential metal temperatures.
During unit heat-up two distinct AT
conditions will exist at different stages;
below the boiling point of the secondary
side, a negative AT or "sag" condition will
exist where the drum top metal is cooler
than the bottom metal, while above the
boiling point of the secondary side, a
positive A T , or "hump" condition will exist
where the drum top metal is hotter than the
bottom metal.
During a unit cooldown, a positive AT
condition ("hump") exists throughout the
cooldown, due to less effective cooling of
the drum top metal.
Because of these conditions, the heat-üp
rates are limited to 0.6°C/minute rather than
the design rate of 2.2"C/minute. Also, the
units have had to be derated by 46 NH e to
ensure that stress limits will not be
exceeded. These guidelines have created
serious operating difficulties on normal
plant operation. Some minor changes have
been made to help improve the situation.
However, an extensive investigation is
underway as to the best way to alleviate the
problem.
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4.3

Bleed Cooler»
The bleed cooler is located in the purification
circuit that serves thé primary heat transport
system. The heat transport water is cooled to a
temperature that will not result in damage to the
resin used in ion exchange columns. This cooler also
comes into action when primary heat transport water
is discharged as a form of pressure control.
4.3.1

Pickering NGS-A
There is one bleed cooler per unit. It is
vertically oriented, has 396-1/2 in tubes
made of monel. The shell side is normally
cooled by a closed cooling circuit containing
chemically controlled demineralized water.
However, as a means of emergency cooling, it
is also connected to an emergency storage
tank which contains raw Lake Ontario water.
Experience has shown that raw water enters
the closed cooling circuit and this has
resulted in corrosion attack. An iron rich
surface deposit leads to a form of severe
pitting due to crevice corrosion.
On Unit 2 a leak was detected in August,
1976. It gradually increased until the heat
exchanger was replaced in April, 1?77.
Because of severe corrosion, 91 tubes out of
417 had to be plugged to refurbish it.
On Unit 1 a leak was detected in November,
1977. The heat exchanger was replaced in
May, 1976. The damage was severe enough that
it is not considered worthwhile to repair.
The cooling circuit has been modified to
overcome the ingress of raw water.
The incapability caused by the Pickering
NGS-A bleed coolers has been small, and was
minimized by the fact that the secondary side
was part of a closed loop cooling circuit,
permitting a delay in shutdown while
preparing for the repair.
Failures per tube year have been 189.54 x
10-*.
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4.3.2

Bruce NGS-A
There is one bleed cooler per unit. It is
horizontally oriented and has 900-1/2 in
Incoloy 800 tubes* Heavy water flows on the
tube side and Lake Huron water on the shell
side. The tube/ side was initially a 6-pass
arrangement.
Failures per tube year equal 625.7 x 10"* for
the Bruce KGS-A bleed coolers.
On both Units 1 and 2, the heat exchangers
were found severely damaged within 6 months
of the units having gone into service. The
damage was all in the hot leg. Inspection
showed heavy scale deposits which were mostly
calcium carbonate and magnetite (see
Figure 13). There was tube bowing* stress
corrosion cracking, pitting» and some
indication of fretting at the tube supports
believed due to flow-induced vibration.
The service water outlet temperature had been
operating at > 70*C. Calcium carbonate tends
to come out of solution at temperatures
> S0*C. This accounts for the large build-up
of deposits in the hot leg as shown in
Figure 13. These in turn prevented movement
of the tubes within the support plates,
resulting in the bowing and subsequent stress
corrosion cracking believed to be compounded
by the presence of chlorides in Lake Huron
water. By contrast, Figure 14 shows
negligible deposits in the service water
inlet area» and no damage» Both heat
exchangers were replaced.
An interim remedy has been to convert all the
bleed coolers from 6 to 2-pass flow on the
tube side. The 6-pass design was incorrect
because it crossed the horizontal baffle
plate 3 times and resulted in inefficient
heat transfer. In order to limit the
deposits* service water flow has been
increased to reduce its outlet temperature.
On a long-term basis, all bleed coolers will
be replaced and a closed cooling circuit
using demineralised chemically controlled
water will be installed.
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4.4

Generator Hydrogen Coolers - Pickering NGS-A
There are 4 heat exchangers per unit mounted
horizontally in the generator shell. There are
256 1-3/8 in tubes per unit, made of copper.
Failures per tube year are 4.34 x 10~* for
Pickering NGS-A hydrogen coolers.
The major problem with hydrogen coolers has been
channel cover gaskets/ on Units 1 to 4 (see
Figures 16 and 17). Sharp edges between the
tubesheet and flanges, shear action due to
differential expansion and inconsistency in the type
of gasket material used are responsible for the
failure. Three different types of gaskets had been
installed originally in the various hydrogen
coolers. One was made of neoprene/leather/neoprene,
and failed because of delamination. A second type
was made from 9.5 mm neoprene and 3 layers of
singular nylon thread reinforcing. One of this type
was found severely cut after 7 months of service, and
its use has been discontinued. A third type is made
of 6.5 mm neoprene with 2 layers of singular nylon
thread reinforcing. This type has provided the best
service, and is to be used for all future
replacements. The edges on the tubesheet and flanges
have been eliminated.
There have been a total of 9 tubes plugged in the 4
units to date. The cause for tube failures has not
been determined.

5.0

CONCLUSION
In the 5-year period, 1975 to 1979, heat exchangers in
Ontario Hydro Nuclear Generating Stations have contributed
3% of the Unit Incapability Factor. In 1979, 4.9% of the
Incapability Factor was contributed by heat exchangers.
This is too high a proportion, considering the quantity and
complexity of all the other equipment in nuclear stations.
By comparison, for example, the standard which we expect to
meet for steam generators is an Incapability Factor of 2%
or less.
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He are therefore putting a high priority in improving this
performance through inspections, improved leak location
techniques, development of inspection equipment, and
assessing modified designs. Experience and hindsight also
provide the opportunity to feedback to designers to help
improve performance of future stations.
6.0
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PIG.7 Pickering NGS-A Moderator HX
showing fretting damage due to
flow induced vibration.

PIG.8 Pickering NGS-A Moderator HX showing
method of "lacing" to reduce vibration.
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FIG. 9 Deposits on NPD
Steam Generator lubes before
cleaning (viewed through a
handhole)
November, 1979

/S4-8A

ÏIG.1O View of HPD Steam
Generator ti?bes after
cleaning.
November, 1979

/«i-
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ïig. 11 Bruce HGS-A
Steam Generators and
Preheaters.

Tig. 12 Brace HGS-A Unit 2
Steaa Generator U-bend
region showing deposits on
tubing.
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FIG.13 Bruce ffGS-A Unit 2 Bleed
Cooler which shows the hot
leg which is largely clogged
with calcium carbonate.

FIG.14 Bruce NGS-A Unit 2 Bleed
Cooler shows the cold leg or
service water inlet with
little deposits.
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FIG. 15 Pickering NGS-A Generator
Hydrogen Cooler showing
waterbox gasket arrangement.

FIG.16 Pickering NGS-A Generator
Hydrogen Cooler showing gasket
damage due to pinching on
sharp edges and shear action.
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TABLE III
HEAT EXCHANGER TUBE FAILURES AND
INCAPABILITY CAUSED

Heat Exchanger

Station

Moderator HX

Pickering NGS-A

Steam
Generator

NPD

Steam
Generator

Failures
Per Tube
Year
(x 10~*)*

Lifetime
Incapability
Caused (GW.h)

9.52

1 101

21.39

66

Pickering NGS-A

0.01

82

Steam
Generator

Bruce NGS-A

0.57

1 810

Bleed Cooler

Pickering NGS-A

189.54

157

Bleed Cooler

Bruce NGS-A

625.7

156

Hydrogen Cooler

Pickering NGS-A

*Failutas/Tube Year

4.34

34

Number of Tubes Plugged
Total Number of Tubes x Number of Years
I/S x Lifetime Gross Capacity Factor

1979
Incapability
Caused GW.h

1979
icbF

728

3.9

36

17.6

20

0.1

1 448

5.2
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ENCtNUkXNC USEARCK I» MUCLEAK COHFOmNTS
PAKT 1: VIMUTION ÜNP FttTTIHC WEAK OF M A T EXCHANGERS
P.L. Ko, H.J. Pettlgrew, C A . Wolfteauth, A.O. Cama*gn*

INTRODUCTION
Th» aost Important haat exchanger* In CAMDU*
nuclaar povar stations ara the steaa generators. A
typical attam gancrator contains over 4000 tubas;
These tubes are essentially the boundary between
the heavy water on the primary aide and the light
water on the secondary aide. Thus It Is very important to maintain the Integrity of the tube* over the
entire life of steam generators. Other heat exchangers are slallarly Important.
Heat exchanger tube* M y be vulnerable to
excessive flow-induced vibration. Thla in turn
causes tube wear through Impacting and rabbin* on
tube «upDort» and/or with adjacent tubes. Although
failed tube* may be plugged with specially developed technlqi i, it is'much preferable to avoid vibration and fretting problems altogether. This can be
achieved by proper flow-Induced vibration analysis
of heat exchange components at the design atage and
by knowing the effects of various vlbratlonal, environmental and material parameter* on fretting
wear. Figure 1 outlines this approach.
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FLOW-INDUCED VIIIATIOH MECHANISMS
There are three basic flow-Induced vibration excitation mechanisms, namely: (1) flaldelaetlc
Instability, (2) random excitation due to flow turbulence, and (3) periodic wake ahedjlng. In croaaflow, we have observed fluldelaaclc Instability and
random turbulence excitation in both liquid and twophase flow [l]. Periodic wake shedding resonance is
possible In liquid flow but has not been observed In
two-phase flow. In axial flow, reaponaa to random
flow turbulence la the dominant excitation machaalsm
In both liquid and tuo-phaae flow, although axtalflow-lnduced random excitation Is «••ally not a
problem in heat exchange». Fluldelaatlc Instabilities arc also poaalble In axial flow [2]. However,
the critical velocities for axial-flow instabilities
are much higher than those normally emcoamtered la
heat exchanger*.
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«hen the relative notion between Individual tubes
1* such 'that I t results In fluid force components
that arc both proportional to tube displacements
and In phase with tube velocities. Instability
occurs when during one vibration cycle the energy
absorbed from the fluid forces exceed* the energy
dissipated by damping.

The instability factor K is determined from
cxperlaental data. Fluidelastic Instability occars
at a critical flow velocity fro» which the value of
K say be deduced «sin*, agitation (2). Many testa
have been done oa different tube bundle configurations [l]. The results are presented in ten» of a
dlaanslonless reference cap velocity »r/fd and a
dlaenslonless damping sri/pd2 in Figure 2. It shows
that for tube bundles in liquid flow, the instability factor K Is generally higher than 5 regardless
of tube disaster, pitch or configuration. The sas»
criterion appears to apply In two-phase flow. To
allow for a realistic safety margin, a fluldclaatlc
Instability factor of 3.3 is recommended In vibration analyses of heat exchangers.

It 1* shown in reference 3 that, for a tub*
bundle subjected to the non-uniform flow velocity
Vr(x) - VtT
-(x), the non-dlaenslonal critical velocity Vrc/I.:id at which instability occurs in the lth
•ode may be expressed by:

Vibration tesponse to Flow Turbulence Excitation
Flow turbulence in a tube bundle Induces
random excitation forces. These random forces are
formulated In terms of statistical parameters [3].

In the above 'expression t% and ti<x) are
respectively
the tube frequency and mode shape In
the 1 t h natural code of vibration, d I s tube diameter, I Is tube length, • i s tube ass» per unit
length Including the hydrodynasdc aass, c i s the
viscous coefficient of damping, p i s the fluid
density and +(x) i s the flow velocity distribution
function. For the special case where the flow Is
uniform over the whole bundle length equation CD
reduces to [ 4 ] :
V

K(6Vpd')

rc / f i d

In liquid cross-flow the vibration response
and consequently the snectral density of the random forces Is roughly related to flow velocity
squared.
Knowing the random exclttelon, the vibration response mar be estimated using expressions
such as those formulated In refercne* 3.

(2)

where the logarithmic decrement 6" • c/(2af,).
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It i» difficult to apecify a maximum tolerable tube response as a design guideline. He
have recommended before [3] 250 Urn ras ai an outside value trith the suggestion that 100 um ras
would be preferable. Clearly, the maximum tolerable tube response depends on the resulting fretting wear damage. Hence, the latter mist be
evaluated taking Into account Materials, environment, etc. as discussed later In this paper.
Periodic Wake Shedding
Periodic wake shedding would generate
periodic forces In tube bundles. If the wakeshcddlng frequency coincides with the natural
frequency of the tube, resonance say occur. This
aav be a problea If the vibration response 'Is
large enough to control the aechanisa of periodic
wake shedding. Then the periodic forces become
spatially correlated to the aode shape.

at the baffle-supports. When actual measurements
are unavailable, we use a library of past cases and
experience to estlaate a value.
Recently we have reviewed the operating performance of ten heat exchangers froa a fluldelastlc
Instability point of view. Both failures and satisfactory performances were considered. The results
are presented In term* of dlaensionless parameters
In Figure 3. All the tube failures occurred for
values of fluldelastlc instability constant K
larger than 4.4. Thus, our recommended guideline
of X - 3.3 appears very realistic In practice as It
gives a reasonable safety margin.

Periodic wake shedding excitation may be
formulated in tens cf a Strouhal number S and a
dynamic lift coefficient. S Is generally between
0.34 and 0.67 [3]. In practice, resonance aay be
avoided If the dlaensionless nuabers fid/Vr for
actual tube bundles are kept above unity. This
allows adequate separation between tube and wakeshedding frequencies to take care of possible
"locklng-ln" of the wake.
To avoid periodic wake shedding resonance
altogether say lead to overly conservative
designs in «any cases where localized high flow
velocities exist. Hence It Is often necessary to
consider resonance when fid/Vr Is less than unity.
The amplitude at resonance la calculated froa the
lift coefficient.
As a design guideline we recommend keeping
the resonant amplitude below 11 of the tube dtaeeter. Below this amplitude level It Is unlikely
that the tube aotlon would be sufficient to control and correlate wake shedding along the tube.
VIBRATION ANALYSIS AMD «ASUlEHEItt
Proa a aachanlcal dynaad.cs point of view,
heat exchanger tubca arc siaply aultl-spsn beaaa,
clamped at the tubcshcet and held at the bafflesupports with varying degree of constraint. The
latter la dependent on the support geoaetry and
particularly on the tube to support clearance.
In analysing and predicting tube vibration, we
assuae the intermediate supports to be hinged.
This keeps the analysis linear. The non-linear
dynasd.es of tube to tube-support Interactions arc
described later In the frettlng-wear section.
Analytical Technique
The dynamics of aulti-span tubes and the
vibration excitation acchanlsaa which were outlined
earlier fora the baala for a computer code called
'PIPEAU' to predict the vibration response of heat
exchan<ter tubes. The tube gcoaetry, aechanlcal
properties, and support locations and type (cleaved,
pinned, etc.) are Input to the program. Kith this
data, PIPEAU performs an.eigenvalue solution to
find the natural frequencies and corresponding aode
shapes of the tube.
In order to calculate the vibration response
and the critical velocities for fluldclastlc instabilities, the program also requires the cross-flow
velocity distribution and the overall daaaiag of
the tube. The damping la a very complex parameter
composed of take to fluid damping, structural
damming, friction damping and squeetc film damping
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Fig. 3 Fluldelastic Vibration Analyses of Meld
Experiences with «eat Exchangers [5]
Field Measurement Techniques
In situ tube vibration measurements are
still often necessary. The basic step* consist of:
(1) inserting an accelerometer Into the tabe:
(2) recording the generated signal oa aagsetlc tape,
and (3) analyalng the taped signal* In the laboratory.
The acct'erometer aaed (Figure 4) la a biaxial piezoelectric type. The sensitive axea are
orthogonal to each *her and to the tube axis.

f

Reaovuble O-Ring Carriers-

Signal
Cable
Fig. 4 Biaxial Acceleroaeter PrsW for
Vlbratloa Heaaureamts
The measurements are take» with the primary
head removed from the meat excaaaaer. This allow*
access to the tabesmeet ao the probe cam be poshed
Into a tube. Secomdary-slde latcgrlty ami flew
are malntaimed. The tabes vibrate as they would
under actual operatloa except for the small
difference, which Is corrected for later, cammed
by the lack of fluid laaide the tabes.
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FLUIDELASTIC IHSTABIUTY ANALYSIS
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Fig. 5 Vibration Analyals of Process Heat Exchanger Tube

The orientation of the probe la not known
and since the aotion is generally randoai, the two
signals are added vectorlally. The resultant la
then frequency analysed and plots of amplitude
versus frequency In different zones of the exchanger and different flows can be produced. Depending on the reasons for the analyals, we can
then sake recommendations concerning allowable
flows or oroblem zones within the tube bundle.
The data are alao compared with the analytical predictions and any anomalies are Investigated
and resolved.
Case Study
Our nethods are best illustrated by a
review of their application to a specific case.
This one Involves a triple-segaented, tube and
shell, liquid-liquid process heat exchanger operating in a heavy water plant [5],
Shortly after commissioning, field measurements revealed very high vibration amplitudes at
both the inlet and outlet regions. At these levels
tube failures would have been expected In a few
weeks of operation at 100X shell aide flow. S O M
long tube spans and relatively high inlet velocities, which impinged directly on the tube bundle
through a perforated distribution plate,explained
the problem.
The vibration analysis (Figure 5, Case 1)
confirmed the above diagnosis. Mote that the
problem was not due to the lower order modes of
vibration as Is often assumed but by the eighth
mode (Vf/Vrcm - 1.37) where the high amplitude'
coincides with "the high velocity region. Stainleas steel straps were Inserted between the tube
rows In the two problem zones %o stiffen the tube
assembly and brine the vibration below the Instability level. Field measurements after the modification confirmed that the amplitudes were indeed
low. The.unit operated successfully for aooroxlmatelv 18 months at which time a leak óf process
fluid into the cooling water occurred.
Severe fretting damage was found on both
tubes and atrapa in the Inlet zone (see photo in
Figure 6). Tube/strap fretting had perforated some
tubes and in one Instance a segment of strap had
been cut free. This allowed the tubes to vibrate
sufficiently to cause tube/tube fretting, a
condition found only In cases of severe Instability.
The lacings were not tightly fitted, thus providing
a convenient wear aurface but no adequate auoport.
There were also unexpectedly high velocities due to
partial inlet blockage.

Tube/Tube
Fzetting
Tube/Strap
Frettinp

Fig. 6

Frettlng-Wear of Heat Exchanger Tubes

Additional baffle supports were fitted in
the two problem zones. The vibration analyals
(Case 2) shows there would be no further problems
(vr/vrCRIT < D - This heat exchanger ha» now run
for three years and has not encountered any problem.
FRETTING WEAK
Although l a r g e v i b r a t i o n amplitudes can b e
avoided, flow-induced v i b r a t i o n s cannot b e e l i m i nated a l t o g e t h e r . The q u e s t i o n I s : "How much
vibration la tolerable without excessive frettlngwear damage?". The prediction of frettlng-vear fa
the ultimate goal of our program.
Experimental Tests
To understand the tube-frettinc nechanisns,
which Involve both vibration and w a r , requires
studies of a large number of varameters such as
materials, environments, e t c . These are done
experimentally in simple frettlng-wear test rift».
A test rig consists of a single-span cantilevered
tube which i s vibrated against a tube-support
soedmen. Excitation Is provided by a vibration
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generator consisting of two «tepping motor» rotating two eccentric masses In oppoalte dlrectlona.
Sow teat rig» are encloaad In autoclavea for
operation at high temperatures under controlled
environment*. Others are open to atmosphere for
operation at room temperature. We have conducted
a large number of frettlng-wear teata of different
tube and tube-aupport material» In the room teaperaturc rlga. The reaulta have provided I O M insight
into frattlng mtchanism» aa dlacuaied In [6]. Our
long-duration teata have ahown that depending on
the aaterlal combinations, while some wear rate
may diminish with tlae, othcra would lncreaae u
ahown in Figure 7. In practice, thla aeana that
some fretting damage may occur «lowly over a lone
period of tiae even at low vibration level» such
aa thoae Induced by random turbulence excitation.
Our experience with operating component» appear*
to aupport the above. We have had a caae where
the firat tube failure occurred after 7 years of
operation and the second failure after 16 years
[5]. Hence frettlng-wear damage predictions are
required to assure the long-term reliability of
heat exchanger».
It It often necessary to know the frettingwcar behaviour under realistic operating conditions
to make valid frettlng-daasge predictlona. We now
have «even autoclavea in operation for auch teata,
Figure 8. Theae autoclave» are connected to a
preseurlzed loop. The affecta of temperature,
oxygen content, pH, chemistry control additives
and «rud deposition on frettlng-vear rates can be
atudled. The teats are done for different tube
and tuba-support material combination», tube to
aupport clearance», tube-aupport geometries, Impact
force level», etc. Both short-and long-term testa
are underway. During the long-term tea*», frettlngwear damage Is monitored periodically ualnjt eddy
current inspection techniques to avoid disturbing
the specimen». The results of these? teats arc
used to develop families of curves similar to
those of Figure 7.
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Fig. 8 High Temperature Autoclavea
He have found In our frettlng-wear studies
[6] that fretting damage correlate» well with the
impact forcea due to the dynamic Interaction
between vibrating tubes and tube-supporta. The»»
Impact forces appear to be the parameter linking
vibration response and frettlng-wear.
Prediction of Impact Forcea
An analytical model In the form of a
computer code called VIIIC has been developed for
thla purpose [ 7 , 8 ] . This model considers nonllnearltles due to clearances between tubes and
tube-supports. The »/>d*l Is essentially a timedomain nune-lcal aimulatlon of the dynamica of heat
exchanger tube to support Interactions. I t uses
finite-element techniques and la baaed on a modal
superposition approach.
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The rbove analytical model was validated by
impact force measurements on multi-span heat
exchanger tubes subjected to simulated vibration
excitation. The experimental apparatus conalated
of a trough in which a single tube was held with
realistic tube-supports as shown In Figure 9.
Impact forces were monitored by four Miniature
piezoelectric force transducers which supported
each tube-support specimen at four locations 90°
apart. The agreement between predictions and
measureaents 1* good, as shown, for example, in
Figure 10. This figure presents two sets of
results taken on a vertical steam generator tube
clasped at one end and held with four intermediate
supports. The tube was excited with sinusoidal
force at a point near the third tube-support.
Fretting-Wcar Predictions
The prediction of frettlng-wear damage is
best Illustrated by an example. Consider the
vibration reaponae to random turbulence excitation
of a hypothetical four-span tube located In the
entrance region of a steam generator as shown In
Figure 11. The magnitude of the random turbulence
excitation was derived from data presented in
reference 1.

The flrat four modes are considered in the analyst».
The maximum random vibration response is 33 urn rms.
The problem now Is to determine If such a level of
vibration would cause excessive frettlng-wear
damage over the design life of this component.
Using our analytical model VIBIC, lie estimate the
impact force level corresponding to the above
vibration response to be 1.2 N rms at the wont
tube-support location. Assuming that the tubing
and the support materials are Incoloy 800 and
carbon steel, respectively, the fretting-wear
relationship of Fi-ure 7 may be used for the
fretting damage prediction. Figure 7 shows a
family of three curvca of depth of wear Wj va time
t for three different Impact force levels In room
temperature water. All three curvca appear to
follow the relationship W d • a-t°. Although we do
not have wear Information at low impact force
levels around 1,2 1, extrapolation of the results
In Figure 7 Indicates that below 5 N the wear rate
should be very small. Me estimate that at 1-2 H rms
the frettlng-wear relationship would be 2.2S x 10"'
t 2.17 vm o r j e M where t Is In hours. Thus, the
tube frettlng-wear after 30 years under the flow
conditions of Figure 11 la estimated to be 0.8 mm,
assuming 7000 operating hours per year. Thlt
fretting damage is marginally acceptable. However,
if the flow rate la 401 higher, the mid-span displacement would be doubled and the Impact force at
the same support would increase to about 3 X rms.
The extrapolated fretting-wear relationship for 3 H
Impact force la 1.43 x 10"« t*-10 urn resulting in a
30-year tube fretting-wear of about 2.IS mm, or a
through-wall (1.2 mm) life of about 22 years which
is obviously not acceptable.
CONCLUDING REMAMS
Haat flow-Induced vibration problems In neat
exchangers can be avoided by thorough analyses.
Fretting damage due to tube vibration response to
randoe turbulence excitation can be estimated
although additional fretting-wear Information Is
required to cover all

--f
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AN OVERVIEW OF INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE
OF HEAT EXCHANGERS

By:
K.S. Mahil
Equipment and Reliability Department
Central Nuclear Services
Ontario Hydro

Abstract
The intent of this paper is to briefly describe the various
methods and techniques used for leak detection, leak location and
inspection of tubular heat exchangers. The appropriateness,
limitations and experience gained in the use of these techniques
is discussed. Heat exchanger repairs such as tube plugging and
bundle modifications that have boen carried out in the recent
past are mentioned.
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1.0

INTRODUCTION
The purpose of heat exchanger inspection/maintenance is to
ensure that system performance is optimized and that
system integrity is maintained as per design levels.
Inspection of heat exchangers is carried out on routine,
demand/ and emergency bases.
The amount of leakage that is permitted across a pressure
boundary depends on the function of the heat exchanger.
Larger leak rates can be tolerated in conventional cycle
heat exchangers. Nuclear heat exchangers must be monitored
for extremely low leak rates to prevent loss of D2O, to
stop downgrading of D2O by H2O, to curb the spread of
contamination and to reduce radioactive exposure to station
personnel.
The inspection and trouble-shooting of heat exchangers can
be divided into three main activities defined as tollows:
(a) leak detection - the initial discovery of a leak in
the heat exchanger,
(b) leak location - tracing of the faulty tube or seal
weld in the failed heat exchanger,
(c) leak cause - understanding the mode of failure.
These activities are executed in order to obtain sufficient
information so that future similar occurrences are avoided
by appropriate remedial actions, and that proper repair of
the immediate failure is carried out. The aim of this
paper is to briefly describe the various inspection and
repair techniques utilized in Ontario Hylro for the
maintenance of heat exchangers.

2.0

LEAK DETECTION
For most heat exchangers in the conventional cycle, leak
rates high enough to be detected by changes in volume and
pressure can be tolerated.
However, for nuclear heat exchangers, the greater detection
sensitivity required is achieved by:
(a) monitoring for gamma radiation from the isotopes
1-131 or N-16,
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(b)

infrared absorption changes in the presence of D2O
(used at Bruce NGS (BNGS)), and

(c)

tritium monitoring (used at Pickering NGS (PNGS)).

Key nuclear heat exchangers which are monitored
continuously or sampled at least once a shift include bleed
coolers, shutdown coolers, moderator heat exchangers, and
steam generators.
Table 1 gives the leak detection sensitivity for 0 steam
generator. Extremely small D2O leaks can be detected.
Table 1
NGD Steam Generator D2O Leak Detection Sensitivity
Leak Rate (Kg/h) Detectable Within
Time Period

Method

1 h

48 h

0 .08
0 .03

0.003
0.03

5 .0

0.1

10 . 6

0.24

Gamma Activity
1-131
N-16
Infrared/D20
Tritium Monitoring
3.0

LEAK LOCATION
After the discovery of a leak, the next stage is to
identify its location in the heat exchanger.
This section describes briefly procedures, sensitivities,
limitations and practical experience of the various
techniques.
3.1

Fluorescein TestC*) .
A water-phased fluorescent tracer dye, typically 1
part of fluorescein in 10* parts of H2O, is
introduced into the water in the shell side of the
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heat exchanger. The shell side is then subjected to
hydrostatic pressure which is maintained for several
hours. Then the tube sheet is inspected under
blacklight (ultraviolet light) for leakage points.
The leak is characterized by yellow-green
fluorescence against the dark background as shown in
Figure 1.
Water-soluble fluorescent dyes such as fluorescein do
not fluoresce when dry. Therefore, it is necessary
that the tube sheet be wet during blacklight survey.
Practical Experience: The fluorescein test has been
used successfully on many occasions in Ontario
Hydro. The experience to date shows that good
control of each stage in the test procedure is
required to avoid errors on the part of the
operators.
3.2

Bubble Test<5)
The bubble emission technique for heat exchanger leak
location consists of filling the tube side with a '
liquid and pressurizing the shell side with a gas
(ie, air). The leaking tube is located by observing
for bubbles. Although this method is simple and does
not require skilled operators, it has some serious
limitations.
Sensitivity: The sensitivity of the technique is
dependent on gas used, the differential pressure
across leak, and the liquid used.
After the bubble is formed at. the source of the leak,
it will be emitted when its internal pressure exceeds
the external liquid head and the surface tension
forces.
Surface tension can be reduced with the addition of a
wetting agent, up to 1/3 by volume, which will
enhance bubble growth and therefore, increase
sensitivity.
The bubble size and frequency of emission are
functions of leak size, gas flow rate and surface
tension. The size of the bubble evolved affects the
sensitivity of the method.
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Ease of Use and Experience: One of the most serious
limitations of this method is that it can only be
used readily on a vertical heat exchanger with the
tube sheet on top (BNGS-A preheaters). However, a
horizontal heat exchanger can be fitted with a thick
glass sheet on the tube sheet with proper fittings.
This introduces the problem of gas bubbles being
trapped inside the tube, thereby reducing the
test reliability. This problem can be overcome by
circulating the liquid. The most recent success with
this method was with the NPD boiler leak location
during April 1979. The NPD boiler has a vertical
tube sheet and primary head viewing ports through
which the emission of bubbles was observed. Good
lighting is essential for this test.
3.3

Tracer Gas Method (Helium Leak Test)< 6 H7)
Introduction; This procedure involves pressurizing
the shell side with a mixture of helium (He) and air,
then searching the tube side for leaked He' with a
mass spectrometer. The mass spectrometer, shown in
Figure 2, identifies atomic or molecular
mass-to-charge ratio. Although other tracer gases
may be used, He is preferred, because:
(a)

He has the highest rate of diffusion through a
leak (except for hydrogen),

(b)

He is inert, and

(c)

the normal concentration of He in the atmosphere
is low.
•

Disadvantages;
(a)

If the system contains deuterium gas, the mass
spectrometer will be sensitive to deuterium
because of the same mass-to-charge ratio as He.

(b)

High background He concentrations will
significantly affect the technique sensitivity.

Sensitivity:
sensitive.

Tracer gas methods are extremely
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Practical Points:
(a)

In pressurizing the shell side with the He/air
mixture, it is important to obtain a uniform
helium distribution in the heat exchanger.

(b) Generally, the higher the He concentration/ the
more sensitive the method.
(c)

The helium which is inherent in the atmosphere
will be continuously drawn in by the detector
probe. The background must be "zeroed out"
before leak searching can commence.

(d)

The orifice of detector probe is very small,
therefore care should be taken to avoid dirt or
liquid blocking entry of probe. The detector
probe should be frequently checked on a known
leak.

Leak Location; When a sniffer or detector probe is
used to test individual tubes, the suction pump of
the mass spectrometer provides the suction necessary
to draw the gas sample through the leak-detecting
element. It is important to note that the initial
reading of the mass spectrometer obtained from a
leaking tube will be high due to the higher
"stagnant" concentration of He. After the initial He
is sucked out, the reading will depend on the suction
rate and conductance of leak. The sensitivity of the
method will be increased if one end of the tube is
temporarily sealed.
Accumulation Test: This test is accomplished by
allowing He to accumulate, then testing for its
concentration with a detector probe.
For heat exchangers, the accumulation test should be
carried out in two stages. The first part should be
to seal segments of tubes from each other» followed
by an accumulation test for each segment. This
enables the isolation of areas on the tube sheet
containing the defective tube or tubes. The second
stage of the procedure is the accumulation test on
the individual tubes in the area.
The accumulation method has a higher sensitivity than
the detector probe method, therefore, extremely snail
leaks can be found.
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Experience: Success with this test has been reported
in the literature.<8) Within Ontario Hydro, an
attempt was made to use the technique to confirm the
location of leaking tubes identified by the Bubble
Test (NPD boiler, 1979). However, He leaked inadvertently into the system giving a high background concentration. The subsequent leak location results
were ambiguous.
3.4

Pressure Change Method
No tracer gases are required in this nethod. The
shell side is pressurized (for example, with air),
then each individual tube is tested by monitoring the
pressure changes inside the tube (Figure 3 ) . The
sensitivity is determined by the differential
pressure, the duration of test, and the sensitivity
of the pressure monitoring system.
Experience; This technique has been successfully
used on the failed Bruce Unit 1 Bleed Cooler. The
test is particularly useful for a heat exchanger
having a small number of tubes.

3.5

Acoustic Methods
3.5.1

Ultrasonic Translator (Figure 4)
If there is gas leakage from a pressurized
system, then under conditions of turbulent
flow from the leak, noise peaking at
frequencies of 30 to 50 KHz will be
generated. An appropriate transducer picks
up this ultrasonic energy which is then
translated to audio frequency range by signal
processing.
Sen litivity: The sensitivity to a leak is
dependent upon leak rate (ie, pressure
differential and size of defect), escaping
gas and distance of defect from the
ultrasonic detector.
The sensitivity is also dependent on the
humidity inside the tube and ambient
background noise.
Operation: The shell side of the heat
exchanger is pressurized by air. The probe
containing.an ultrasonic transducer is held
at the end of the tube under test. Ic a leak
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of sufficient leakage rate for detection is
present^ then an audible signal is generated
in the loudspeaker or earphones worn by the
operator.
Operating Experience; The device was
recently used to detect leaks in the Bleed
Cooler from Bruce NGS-A Unit 1. In this heat
exchanger, a total of 19 tubes were found to
be leaking using a simple manometer (Pressure
Change Method) technique. Of the 19 tubes,
10 were confirmed with the ultrasonic
translator. Interference from these leaks
prevented confirmation of the remaining 9
tubes.
3.5.2

Pulse-Echo Technique^) '
A sound pulse is transmitted in the air
inside the tube. Reflection of this pulse
will occur if there is any acoustic mismatch
due to obstruction in the tube, dents (ie,
tube deformation) or a through-wall hole in
the tube.
Sensitivity; The designers of this equipment
claim that it can detect holes down to 0.5 mm
diameter in a 25 mm diameter tube up to a
length of 30 meters.
Operating Experience; The system has been
used successfully in the leak testing of
hairpin No. 8. Boiler No. 5 from Douglas
Point NGS.l 19 ) Similar equipment has been
designed by Ontario Hydro Research.t20)
The system is only useful for locating large
through-wall defects.

3.6

Leak Location Problems
Some of these problems can be illustrated with the
aid of Figure 6. Inspection for leak location is
carried out off-line. A different off-line pressure
and temperature may change leak geometry. The
influence of temperature is unpredictable; it can
open or close a leakage path depending on the stress
distribution in the tube wall near the leak.
The leak path may be clogged by the surface tension
of water entrained in the defect. The effect becomes
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severe due to constrictions and "slits" around
voids. Evaporation of entrained water will clear the
leak path.
Furthermore, small solid particles may become lodged
in the defect and temporarily block the leak path.
This may result in intermittent leaks which are
difficult to locatec
3.7

NGD Experience in Leak Location
Heat exchanger tube failures and the inspection
techniques employed are detailed in Appendix A.
The pressure change, ultrasonic translator and the
fluorescein tests have been most frequently used in
NGD. The selection of the method depends on its
applicability to the situation. From experience, the
fluorescein test is preferred for use on steam
generators, moderator heat exchangers, and bleed
coolers. The Pickering NGS-A Unit 3 moderator heat
exchanger leak was not identified by any of the above
methods or by -the He leak test. In this case, the
offending tube was located by eddy current
inspection, a technique normally used to assess the
conditions of individual tubes and to pinpoint
leakage paths in tubes confirmed as leaking. Eddy
current inspection of selected suspect areas in this
heat exchanger led tc the discovery of the leak. The
failure to locate the leaking tube by the
conventional leak search methods may have been due to
a combination of the following:
(a)

the leak path was blocked by solid particles,

(b)

the leak path existed only under operating
temperatures and pressures, and

(c)

the leak path was only apparent under flow
induced vibrations of the defective tube.

Subsequent events with the Pickering NGS-A Unit 2
moderator heat exchanger No. 1 established (c) above
as most probable. Water was seen to be leaking out
of two tubes when normal flow was maintained on the
shell side. No leaks were detected with the shell
side under hydrostatic pressure/no flow conditions.
Leak location problems were encountered in the
fluorescein testing of Bruce NGS-A Unit 2, Boiler 3.
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Although fluorescein got through after injection, it
was subsequently smeared over the tube sheet during
decontamination, making thé identification of leaking
tubes impossible.
The experience to date has highlighted that good
planning and careful procedures will produce speedier
and unambiguous results in leak location campaigns.
4.0

LEAR CAUSE
To understand the failure mechanism, it is important to
determine the location of the Offending defect.
Furthermore, it is equally important to determine whether a
particular leak occurrence is an isolated case or is
representative of a more serious generic problem in the
heat exchanger.
4.1

Leak Path Location, (Axial
Location of Defect in the Tube)
Dye pentrents are used to detect seal weld defects.
Seal weld leaks are not very common. Through the
wall tube defects are predominant and have caused the
majority of forced shutdowns due to heat exchanger
failures.
The ultrasonic translator can be used for leak path
location. The axial location of the leak in the tube
is found by traversing a rubber bung through the
tube. The ultrasound is detected as the bung passes
the leak path.
t

In the case of the pulse-echo technique, the location
of the echo, determined by measuring the time between
the transmitted signal and the received signal and .velocity of sound in the air, coincides with the leak
path.
Eddy current inspection(3D is the most powerful
technique which has been used effectively to locate
defects along the length of the tube. Also, this
technique is used routinely to assess the general
state of heat exchanger tubing. Defect indications
may be masked if located in the tube sheet or under a
tube support region. Ultrasonic techniques(*2) a r e
being developed to inspect tube wall integrity and
should be particularly useful to inspect tubes in the
tube sheet and tube support region.
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4.1.1

Eddy Current Inspection
The techniques of eddy current testing (ECT)
require that a small probe containing one or
more coils be passed along the inside of the
tube (Figure 7). A high frequency ac signal
flowing through an exciting coil produces a
varying magnetic field in the tube material.
This magnetic field induces eddy currents
which flow radially in the tube in the
localized area surrounding the probe (see
Figure 8).
The magnitude, phase and distribution of the
eddy currents in the tube wall is determined
by the following tube properties:
(a)

the dimensions,

(b)

the presence of discontinuities or
flaws,

(c)

the electrical conductivity, and

(d)

the magnetic permeability (in the case
of ferromagnetic materials).

The eddy currents in turn generate a
secondary magnetic field which induces
current in a sensing coil. Measurement of
the changes in impedance of the sensing coil
gives an indication of the tube properties.
By comparing the impedance changes of the
coil as the probe moves along the tube with
the impedance changes produced in a
calibration tube with artificial defects, a
trained operator can deduce the location,
size and form (eg, hole, crack, crack
orientation) of defects in the tube
(Figure 9).
Until recently, ECT could only be used to
test nonferrömagnetic materials. With
ferromagnetic materials (Monel 400 is a weak
ferromagnetic material), the local variations
in magnetic permeability due to variations in
stress, cold working, heat treatment,
temperature and alloy composition, have
masked the signals from flaws when standard
probes were used. Probes are now available
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to test weak ferromagnetic materials by
magnetically saturating the tube in the
localized area of the probe.
During the eddy current scan, signals are
viewed on an oscilloscope which gives a
vectorial representation of any anomaly.
They are also recorded on an X-Y strip chart
and on magnetic tape (Figure 10). The X-Y
strip chart is used to detect anomalous
signals and give their location in the tube.
Where confirmation of the anomaly is
required, the tape recorded signal can be
played back through an X-Y plotter which
gives a permanent record of the vector
representation as seen on the oscilloscope.
4.1.2

ECI Experience
Eddy current inspection is used routinely in
NGD. It is invariably used in all cases of a
heat exchanger tube failure to determine leak
path location and to assess the extent of the
failure. The technique also indicates
defects which have not completely penetrated
the tube wall so that tubes susceptible to
failure can be plugged.

4.1.3

Developmer >.
State of the art technology is being used in
the development of data acquisition and
analysis. A remotely operated computer
controlled eddy current system for the
inspection of steam generator tubing
(CANSCAN) has been developed. This system is
presently being commissioned. It is designed
to carry out comprehensive inspection of a
Pickering NGS-A steam generator (2 600 tubes)
in 48 hours with minimum radiation exposure
to inspection personnel..

4.2

Tube Removal
To obtain further information regarding eddy current
indications/ defect failure modes or general tube
conditions, removal of a tube or sections of a tube
may be carried out. The procedure normally involves
cutting of the tube internally, followed by a manual
or hydraulic extraction through the tube sheet. This
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has been performed on BNGS bleed cooler tubes. When
peripheral tubes were sought (NPD, PNGS moderator
heat exchanger), sections were excised using a hack
saw from the secondary side.
Removed tubes are then subjected to metallographic
examination to confirm eddy current findings and to
determine tube failure mode.
Procedures to remove BNGS-A steam generator tubes
accessible from the secondary side have been
developed and rehearsed. Methods to remove a tube
through the steam generator tube sheet are presently
in the development stage.
4,3

Experience
Tube leaks due to corrosion, vibration (fretting
wear) and stress corrosion cracking have occurred in
the recent past and are detailed elsewhere.<23)
Attacks of this type have necessitated replacement of
heat exchangers. Two of the bleed coolers at PNGS
have been replaced due to fretting corrosion on the
shell (H2O) side of the tubes. Five condensers in
the D2O upgrading plant at PNGS with severe tube
corrosion attack on tl:e H2O side of the tubes will be
replaced with new units.
Flow induced tube vibration has been a generic
problem with the PNGS moderator heat exchanger.
Vibration studies have been carried out by CRNL.
Figure 11(a) shows the fretting wear of a tube
removed from the moderator heat exchanger and
Figure ll(b) indicates the enlargement of the baffle
plate hole due to tube vibration.
Widespread stress corrosion cracking has occurred in
the BNGS bleed coolers. The bleed coolers are to be
replaced with a new design and the secondary side
flow configuration is being modified to be closed
loop with controlled chemistry.

5.0

REPAIR
5.1

Tube Plugging
The usual method of repairing a defective heat
exchanger is to plug each end of the offending
tube(s). With roost nuclear heat exchangers»
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radiation fields, loose contamination, and limited
access necessitate a plugging technique which is
quick, easy and verifiable. For these reasons,
explosively welded plugs were developed to replace
conventional welding techniques. A typical explosive
plug is illustrated in Figure 12. The expansion of
gases produced by explosive detonation causes the
plug to expand radially outward and impinge the tube
wall. Metal lattices of both materials are pressed
into intimate contact and strong inter-molecular
forces keep them bonded together.
The location of the plug within the tube permits
hydrostatic testing of the plugged tube end
immediately after plugging. The plug weld can be
tested at a pressure comparable to that specified for
the heat exchanger.
Special explosive plugs to repair leaking seal welds
have been developed and employed.
For non-nuclear heat exchangers, tapered pin-type
plugs may be hammered or welded into tube ends
depending on the degree of bond strength desired.
5.2

Bundle Hodification
The moderator heat exchangers at PNGS have been
modified, in-situ, to reduce secondary side flowinduced tube vibrations. Lacing bars (shown in
Figure 13) have been installed mid-way between the
baffle plates near the service, water inlet. This
mechanical constraint has resulted in considerably
smaller vibration amplitudes. Only the affected area
of the bundle (ie, secondary side inlet) was
modified.
The use of lake water and relatively high D2O inlet
temperatures in the Bruce NGS-A Unit 2 Bleed Cooler
resulted in extensive fouling and some stress
corrosion cracking failures of inlet leg tubes. All
these tubes were plugged and the primary side
waterbox was modified from a 6-pass to a 2-pass
configuration. To further eliminate bundle hot
spots, alterations to internal shrouding ftere also
made.
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6.0

SUMMARY
Leak location in a nuclear heat exchanger can be a
difficult and tedious task in hostile environments. The
fluorescein test has been used most successfully for this
purpose.
Presently for small leak rates, location techniques are
inadequate. Therefore, it is essential to improve or
develop new methods for reliable location of such leaks.
Eddy current inspection of heat exchanger tubing is a vital
technique for diagnosing the extent and mode of tube
failure. This technique is widely used for routine and
emergency inspections.
To counter the expected increase in heat exchanger
unreliability with service, attempts are made to remain
current with improvements and developments of inspection
and repair techniques.

7.0
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FIGURE 1
Tube Sheet Inspection for the Presence
of Fluoresceine With Ultraviolet Light
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FIGURE 2
He Mass Spectrometer
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FIGURE 3
Pressure Monitoring to Determine Tube Leaks
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FIGURE 4
Ultrasonic Translator
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FIGURE 5
Sonar Pulse Echo
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FIGURE 6
Stress Corrosion Cracking - Complex
Through Wall Crack Profile
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FIGURE 9
Eddy Current Signals Obtained from Defects
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FIGURE 10

Basic Eddy Current Inspection Syst<
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PICKERING MODERATOR HX
UNIT #1 HX-1

FIGURE 11(a)
Fretting Wear of Tube Removed from
Pickering NGS Moderator Heat Exchanger

FIGURE ll(b)
Enlargement of Baffle Plate Hole
Due to Flow Induced Tube Vibration
(Pickering NGS Moderator Heat Fxchanger)

FIGURE 12
Explosive Tube Plug
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FIGURE 13
Lacing Bars Installed Midway Between Tube
Supports to Alleviate Flow Induced Tube Vibration
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APPENDIX A
NGD HEAT EXCHANGER TUBE FAILURES

HX

Date

Tube
Material

Tube
Dla
(mm)

Wall
Thickness
(mm)

Pres
(kPa)

Temp
(°C)

No. of
Tubes

No. of
Leaks
Several

19

1-65

5 171

266

5 475

12.7

1.25

8 646 293

2 600

90/10 Cu-Ni

19

1.25

5 275

155

1 075

6/77

Admiralty

19

1.25

1 227 107

841

Moderator HX
PNGS-A Unit 3

7/78

70/30 Cu-Nl

12.7

1.47

1 034

6.

Bleed Cooler
BNGS-A Unit 2

U/77

I-800

12.95

1,12

9 650 204

1 822

7.

Boiler No. 3
BNGS-A Unit 2

12/77

1-600

12.95

1.12

9 080 304

4 200

8.

Boiler No. 3
BNGS-A Unit 2

2/78

1-600

12.95

1.12

9 080 304

9.

Boiler No. 6
BNGS-A Unit 2

12/79

1-600

12.95

1.12

1.

Reheater
PNGS-A Unit 1

8/71

Carbon Steel

2.

BoiUer No. 7
PNGS-A Unit 2

1/74

M-400

3.

FWHTR No. 5B
PNGS-A Unit 2

1/74

4.

FWHTR No. 3A
PNGS-A Unit 1

5.
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Leak
Rate
Inspection
No.
(kg/hr)
Method
Plugged
Pres,
Visual

22

Replaced

ECT, Water

1

Pres, ECT

29

Pres, ECT

13

UT, Fluor,
ECT, Pres

2 447

10

Fluor, UT,
ECT

11

Fluor,
ECT, UT

4 200

11

Fluor,
ECT, UT

4 200

35

Fluor, ECT

Unknown

23

HX

Date

Tube
Material

Diaj

Thickness Pres
(kPa)
(wO

Temp

No. of
Tubes

No. of
Leaks

Rate
Inspection
No.
(kg/hr)
Method
Plugged

10.

Bleed Cooler
BNGS-A Unit 1

3/78

1-800

12. 95

1.12

9 650 204

1 822

19

13

11.

Boiler No. 5
(HX No. 10)
DPNGS

3/71

M-400

12. 5

1.25

8 960 293

195

1

—

12.

Bleed Cooler
DPNGS

8/73

M-400

12. 5

1.14

11 000 143

166

1

40

Fluor, ECT

1

13.

Bleed Cooler
DPNGS

9/75

M-400

12. 5-

1.14

11 000 143

166

1

-

Fluor, ECT

4

14.

Boiler No. 5
(HX No. 8)
DPNGS

10/77

M-400

12. 5

1.25

8 960 293

195

1

—

ECT, UT

15.

Boiler
NPD NGS

1/69

1-600

12.,7

1.25

6 895 277

2 069

1

3

UT, Pres,
ECT

1

16.

Boiler
NPD NGS

1/78

1-600

12. 7

1.25

6 895 277

2 069

1

1

Bubble,
UT. ETC.

9

Pres, UT,
ECT
UT

He-Mass
Spec

301
Removed

Reaoved
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COMMENTS

1.

Reheater, Pickering HGS-A unit 1 - IR-41130-1
Failure due to excessive vibration, baffle failure/ failed
support brackets; 9 out of 10 tube bundles replaced; visual
inspection identified need for bundle replacement.

2.

Boiler No. 7, Pickering NGS-A Unit 2 - IR-2-33110-1
Horizontal T/SH, inverted U-bundle; leaking tub» detected
visually; 2% of tube ECT's; inspection rate * 4/h; total
dose * 22 080 mrera; inspection rate low due to closeness to
divider plate; fluorescein tested after plugging; cause
attributed to manufacturing defect.

3.

Feedwater Heater No. 5B, Pickering NGS-A
unit 2 - IR-2-43120-1
Horizontal U-bumdler vertical T/SH; probable initial single
defect leading to erosion and vibration; leaking tubes
identified by pressurizing tube side with H2O; ECT
inspe tion identified additional 6 defective tubes; plugged
using tapered brass plugs - interference fit; due to extent
of dait%<9» initial defect not found.

4.

Feedwati: Heater No. 3A, Pickering NGS-A
unit 1 - 1R-1-43120-2
Horixontal U-bundle, vertical T/SH; 3 tubes identified as
being defective by pressure test (water under pressure on
shell side), 10 additional tubes found defective by ECT;
cause of failure not known, thought to be one initial defect
which caused failures by vibration and erosion to
surrounding tubes; plugged using tapered brass plugs sized
for interEerence fit.

5.

Moderator HX, Pickering NGS-A unit 3
Horizontal U-bundle, vertical T/SH; unit was pressurized and
UD'd for leaks - none were heard, fluor test revealed 18
possible leakers, these tubes ECT'd but nothing found;
bundle was replaced with spare; the 18 tubes were
hydro-tested to 100 psig and no leaks found; 5 tubes removed
for inspection - no evidence of leaks found; seal welds DP'd
and no defects found. ECT of suspect area identified one
leaking tube.
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6.

Bleed Cooler, Bruce NGS-A Unit 2 - IR-2-3321-1
Vertical T/SH, horizontal U-bundle; ÜT identified leakers,
ECT identified additional tubes with defects greater than
25% of wall thickness; cause of failure due to design boiling on inlet leg led to gross tube deposition.

7.

Boiler No. 3, Bruce NGS-A unit 2 - IR-2-33110-2
Horizontal T/SH, inverted U-bundle; leaks very temperature
sensitive, fluorescein smeared over T/SH making
identification impossible; at low pressure leak rate so low
that fluorescein suspected drying before reacing tube end;
no ECT indications on tubes plugged, they had highest
concentration of fluorescein, unit up to await larger leak
rate; UT not successful; cause of leak unknown.

8.

Boiler No. 3, Bruce NGS-A Unit 2 - IR-2-33110-2
Fluorescein successful, ECT successful, UT not successful;
UT tried with shell side pressure up tc 600 kPa(g) with
known leakers - hole location 8 m away may have resulted in
too much damping; 90 tubes ECT'd; fluorescein detected 2
seal weld leakers and 2 tube leaks; ECT detected three flaws
- 2 of which leaked; DP checks of seal welds; cause - faulty
seal welds, cause of tube leaks unknown.

9.

Boiler No. 6 Bruce NGS-A Unit 2
Fluorescein readily identified one leaking tube; ECT of 60
tubes was carried out. Two tubes were plugged.

10.

Bleed Cooler, Bruce NGS-A Unit 1
Vertical T/SH, horizontal U-bundle; unit chemically cleaned;
manometer test identified leakers, UT located leak region
but specific leak location not possible due to interference
from other nearby leaks, ECT identified addtional tubes with
wall reduction; cause of failure due to design - boiling on
inlet leg led to gross tube deposition.

11.

Boiler No. 5 (HX No. 10), Douglas Point NGS - CRNL-626
Horizontal T/SH, inverted U-bundle; cause of failure due to
fretting at baffle; UT inspection successfully used, shell
side pressurized to 100 kPa(g) with nitrogen; HX removed
from service.

12.

Bleed Cooler/ Douglas Point NGS - IR-333-3
Horizontal U-bundle, U-shell, 2 vertical T/SH's; leaking
tube identified by fluorescein on shell side; 90 psig 57 000 mL/hr - 0.7 mm circ defect; failure due to fretting
at supports.

13.

Bleed Cooler, Douglas Point NGS - IR-333-5
Horizontal U-bundle, U-shell, 2 vertical T/SH's; 1975 repair
done to stop D2O leak into service water; 4 tubes
explosively plugged; during 1976 repair on additional 29
tubes were explosively plugged, these tubes were not leaking
but had > 35% wall reduction; tube leaks were found
immediately by fluorescein test; ECT testing hampered '
through difficulty in pulling probe back around U-bend;
failure due to fretting at baffles, no impingement plate
used at service water inlet.

14.

Boiler No. 5 (HX No. 8 ) , Douglas Point NGS
Cause of failure due to fretting at baffle; UT inspection
found leak location; HX removed from service.

15.

Boiler, NPD NGS - IR-3311-2
Two vertical T/SH's, horizontal U-bundle; successful
nitrogen pressure test to determine if leak detectable with
system cold, location by UT; problems draining horizontal
tubes, inspection and plugging very difficult due to small
head and hand hole arrangement; plugged by welded plug;
cause due to fretting wear at support plate.

16.

Boiler, NPD NGS - IR-3311-5
Leak found by air bubble test, UT not effective, 36 tubes
BCT'd; 8 had wall thinning due to fretting at support plate,
1 tube not accessible for ECT and plugged anyway; total dose
» 44 110 ntrem, extremity dose * 132 100 mrem; shell side
flushed with clean feedwater and repressurized to establish
leak, leak established by monitoring tube side pressure,
leaking tube located by bubble observation.
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POTENTIAL FOR ULTRASONIC INSPECTION OF HEAT EXCHANGER TUBES

M.J. Ward

The objective of the program was to develop an ultrasonic
technique for in-service inspection of heat exchanger tubes.
Ideally the entire volume of all tubes should be capable of
being scanned using immersion ultrasonic, pulse-echo techniques
to detect inside and outside surface discontinuities and
subsurface or internal discontinuities.

The system should be

calibrated using E.D.M. notches in a reference tube.

This

paper describes some results obtained in the laboratory
environment which show some promise that the objective of the
program could be achieved.

Eddy current inspection is the major nondestructive testing
method use to detect defective tubes and to evaluate the cause
of failure of leaking tubes in heat exchangers.

The eddy

current technique lends itself to the high speed inspection
necessary to cover the large number of tubes typical of a heat
exchanger in the shortest possible time.

This has led to the

development of automatic systems, such as CANSCAN which is
designed to inspect the 2600 tubes of a Pickering steam
generator in 48 hours.

Paper presented Canadian Nuclear Association, Seminar on Heat
Exchanger Reliability, Toronto, 1980 May 01
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With this capability already developed, what is the incentive
for development work on an alternative nondestructive
inspection technique such as ultrasonics?

TO answer this one

has to consider the limitations of the eddy current technique
in terms of its sensitivity, the detectability of certain types
of defects, and the effect of certain materials or combinations
of materials.

The major limitation on the use of eddy current comes from the
choice of structural materials for the heat exchanger.

The use

of strongly ferromagnetic material for the tubing of an
exchanger restricts the use of eddy current as an in-service
inspection technique in most cases.

Conventional inspection of

ferromagnetic materials is achieved by magnetically saturating
the material with large external electro-magnets, clearly an
impossibility within the geometry of a heat exchanger.

However

the Monel 400 tubes, used for example in the steam generators
at Douglas Point and Pickering A Generating Stations and the
F uce bleed coolers, can be magnetically saturated from inside
using a probe with a coil wound on a permanent magnet bobbin.
In this way noise due to variations in magnetic permeability
can be effectively eliminated and the relevant eddy current
signals interpreted.

The moderator heat exchangers at Point

Lepreau G.S. Gentilly G.S., and Wolsung G t S.
of 3Re60.

Korea have tubing

Previously these tubes could not be magnetically

saturated from the inside and inspected by an eddy current
technique.

Recent work using pulse saturation techniques has
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shown that these particular exchangers might be inspectable
with eddy current.

However Port Hawkesbury heavy water plant

heat exchangers have thicker wall 3Re60 tubes which probably,
at this stage, cannot be adequately saturated for eddy current
inspection.

Heat exchangers with tubes of a more strongly

ferromagnetic material such as 'E-Brite' stainless steel, which
has been proposed for the CANDU system in the past, cannot be
currently inspected by an eddy current technique.

Another area where, eddy current inspection of a steam generator
is also potentially inadequate is at the tubesheet.

The main

problem with the use of a circumferential coil probe is signal
distortion from the tubesheet and the lift-off caused by the
tube expansion.

A spring loaded pancake coil can be used but

if the defect is right at the edge of the tubesheet there are
problems, such as a defect needing to be at least 25% through
the wall before it can be seen.

An ultrasonic technique

capable of operating in this area could provide much better
sensitivity.

During the Spring 1979 eddy current inspection of NPD steam
generator anomalous signals were tentatively identified as
being due to the metallic copper deposits on the tubes.

This

conclusion was based on a process of elimination and simulation
of like indications in the laboratory.

The large signals

attributed to these deposits could reduce the sensitivity to
small defects particularly in the vicinity of tube supports.
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Availability of an alternative NDT technique would have been
desirable at that time as a complementary check on the results.

to- u jf the heat exchangers in both the generating stations and
the heavy water plants have non-ferromagnetic baffle plates.
In these areas using eddy current, the sensitivity to defects
such as fretting wear (e.g. Pickering moderator heat exchangers
with brass baffle plates) or circumferential cracks close to SS
plates (e.g. Bruce Bleed cooler) is low.

Prom the four examples described previously it is apparent that
there is a need for an alternative technique to use when eddy
current methods fail to meet requirements on sensitivity for
detection, or cannot be used at all, and as a complementary
method for the confirmation of results.

With this in mind a

program was started at Chalk River to try to provide this
alternative technique.

The viability of a system obviously depended on the
availability of a suitable transducer.

Geometrical limitations

(10 mm I.D.) imposed, for example, by the use of small diameter
tubes in a CANDU nuclear steam generator to reduce the heavy
water inventory, mean that the transducer would have to operate
with the ultrasonic beam along the tube axis.

There have been

reports in the literature of systems developed for ultrasonic
inspection of steam generator tubing (e.g. 1,2,) and
adaptations of some are available commercially but for the most
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part they are for use in larger diameter tubes (e.g., 27.1 mm
EBR II steam generator).

However one manufacturer offered to

supply a custom made transducer with an angled piezoelectric
element to provide a 45° shear wave in the tube wall, and small
enough to operate within our diametral limitations.

This was

purchased for evaluation.

Concurrently a probe assembly using a standard commercial
transducer was tried.

The sound beam from an AEROTECH GAMMA 3

mm diameter 10 MHz transducer oriented on the tube axis and
operating in pulse-echo mode, was reflected from a flat brass
mirror at an angle of 35.4° to the axis.

This gave a shear

wave of 45° in the tube wall in the radial/axial plane suitable
for detection of circumferential cracks.

A Sonic MK1

instrument was used, displaying a fairly broad echo from an
O.D.

circumferential notch on the half skip.

considerable extraneous noise in the display.

There was also
Resolution of

the full skip reflection from an I.D. notch and further skips
as the assembly was moved along the tube proved impossible.

In order to boost resolution it was decided to try to focus the
beam by shaping the mirror.

It was recognized that ideally the

mirror should be parabolic with a surface to chord distance so
small as to being virtually flat.

The difficulties of easily

manufacturing parabolic surfaces in any material with any
surface to chord distances was also recognized.
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A technique was devised for machining and polishing spherical
surfaces in a suitable material (e.g. brass).

The surfaces

could be made such that the tangent to the curve at the axis of
the reflector could be at any angle from normal up to

75° to

the coincident axis of the probe assembly and hence the tube.
(Figure 1 ) . An angle of 34.5° was selected to produce 45°
shear waves in the tube wall, and mirrors having radii of
curvature from 25 mm to 175 mm were fabricated.

Beam profiling was carried out using a 2 mm quartz sphere as a
reflector.

The reflecting surface of the quartz sphere was

arranged such that it coincided with the location of the I.D.
surface of a 10 mm I.D. steam generator tube.

The beam size

was determined, using the 6 dB drop technique in a
circumferential direction by rotation of the transducer
assembly about its axis.

The beam size in the axial direction

was determined again by the 6 dB drop technique, by an
equivalent axial motion of the transducer assembly.

Figure 2

shows the circumferential and axial beam sizes so determined
plotted against the radii of curvature of the spherical
mirrors.

A definite trend to focussing of the beam can be seen

with the decreasing radius of the mirrors.

The beam width is

less than the projected skip distance of a 45° shear wave in a
CANDU steam generator tube (approx. 2 ram).
At this stage it was decided to try a probe assembly with a
spherical mirror of 62.5 mm radius in a steam generator tube to
determine if any improvement in the resolution of real and
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artificial, inside and outside defects in steam generators
tubes could be achieved.

We set an arbitrary criterion that a

6 dB drop in echo amplitude between each half skip should be
obtained thus allowing the defect location to be identified.
Estimation of the size of a defect by an ultrasonic technique
presents a problem the answer to which is really beyond the
scope of this presentation.

Notwithstanding the problems

associated with precise axial or circumferential movement of a
probe assembly within a real heat exchanger, size estimation by
the popular "6 dB drop technique" is primarily limited by the
size of the beam.

As can be seen by the beam profiling graph

the approximate size of the beam at the tube surface is 0.85 mm
before any defocussing due to the curvature of the tube.

Thus

use of this technique to attempt to estimate depth of a defect
is not viable, and can only be used to estimate length of the
defect by precise circumferential movement of the probe
assembly, provided that the defect is larger than the beam
size.

Estimation of the size would only, at present, be

possible by comparison of the amplitude of the response with
that of a calibration defect.

A MONEL 400 steam generator tube (10 mm inside diameter) with
artifical inside and outside circumferential notches 0.08 mm
deep (0.003") and 2.5 mm (0.100") long was used for a trial.
The echo from the O.D. defect can be seen on the Sonic display
at approximately 4 on the time base grid (Figure 3 ) . The 6 dB
drop positions could easily be resolved as the assembly was
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moved axially along the tube (Figure 4,5). The gain was set to
give 100% F.S. amplitude response.

It is interesting to note

here that using a Krautkramer USIP II instrument the defect
echo could not be satisfactorily resolved because of the poor
high frequency characteristics of the instrument.
r

i

Examining

the I.D. defect can be seen that the echo is presented at 5 on
the time base grid of the display (Figure 6 ) . The gain
required for 100% F.S. was 2 dB more than that for the O.D.

'

defect.

Again the € dB drop positions could easily be resolved

by axial movement of the probe assembly, with adequate
separation between the time delay ranges to allow for
differentiation between the locations of the defects.

Occasionally when working with the probe after, for example, it
had been taken apart for minor mechanical modifications or to
try a different mirror, a disconcertingly large series of
echoes would be continuously present in the display.

It was

suspected that, of these, one series was probably being caused
by reflection from the assembly surface after the beam had
covered one full skip in the tube and been transmitted across
the tube/water interface (refer Figure 1). It had a
sufficiently long time delay to not be a problem.

However

there was a further series of large reflections coming up at
such a time delay position as to mask potential I.D. defect
echoes.

It was found that if the mirror was tilted slightly

the extraneous echoes disappeared - this gave a clue to their
origin.

It was suspected that the angle of incidence of the
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beam from the transducer onto the mirror was (at 54.6°) such
that Rayleigh waves were being reflected from the top corner of
the mirror (refer Figure 1 ) . Calculations showed that such a
Rayleigh wave reflection would have approximately the same tirce
delay as an I.D. defect.

The solution is to increase the angle

of incidence onto the mirror to 56 Q .

The custom made transducer with the angled piezoelectric
element was evaluated using the same HONEL calibration tube.
The I.D. and O.D. reference notches could again be found and
the respective 6 dB drop positions resolved with good
separation between the half skip and the full skip time delay
ranges (Table 1). However the response from the I.D. reference
notch by reflection at the tube interface shows some overlap of
the time delay range, possibly due to the fact that the probe
is operating well within the interference zone of the near
field (N.F.

1.5 cm). There were also present some extraneous

signals ( 20% F.S.) with a similar time delay to the half skip
O.D. notch response which may be coming from the probe body by
reflection of some of the beam from the tube surface.

With

further work these might be eliminated.

Some lengths of Inconel 600 tubes, removed because of defects,
from the U-2 Reflux boiler of NRU Research Reactor were
available.

The defects in the tubes were mostly in the area

between the header and the first baffle (150 nun) with a few
between the first and second baffle (560 m m ) . The failure mode
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was found to be corrosion fatigue with some evidence of high
cycle fatigue.

The crack growth rate had been slow due to low

stress amplitudes.

As can be seen from the Sonic display

and an analog chart record of an example they could be found,
(Figures 7,8) and in this case were characterised as being
through cracks by the "walking" of the echoes across the
display as the probe assembly was moved axially.

Similar

results were obtained from these samples using the custom made,
angled crystal transducer.

As has been mentioned previously the rolled area of the tube
within the tubesheet is one of the most troublesome areas from
the point of view of eddy current inspection.

A prime use for

an alternative technique would be inspection in that area.
Accordingly some small artificial notches were put into the
expanded area of a piece of steam generator tube that had been
removed from the tubesheet.

Both the O.D. defects at various

positions along the rolled area and an I.D. defect could be
found and properly located, using both the laboratory made
probe assembly and the custom made angled element transducer.

A modified assembly has also been used to look at artificial,
circumferential defects in a piece of 19 mm O.D. 3Re60 tubing
as used at Port Hawkesbury.

The outside diameter and inside

diameter notches could easily be resolved and differentiated as
before.
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In order to estimate the degree of fretting wear that may have
occurred under a baffle plate in a heat exchanger it is
necessary for the ultrasonic beam to enter the tube wall
perpendicularly to measure wall thickness.

To accomplish this

a spherical brass mirror oriented a 45" to the axis was
substituted in the assembly.

It was found that the interface

signal was overly large due to the ringing of the GAMMA type
AEROTECH transducer and that this signal masked the first back
reflection sufficiently to prevent wall thickness measurement.
An ALPHA series AEROTECH transducer with heavier damping and
hence less ringing has been ordered for further development
work.

This summary of laboratory results shows that there is enough
promise to warrant further development in order to provide an
alternative to eddy current for heat exchanger inspection.

The

problems of adapting a relatively simple laboratory assembly,
or the custom made transducer to a fully operational system
capable of giving full 360° coverage of an area for an
in-service inspection are recognized but may not be
insurmountable.

It is probable that the tight U bends typical

of certain heat exchangers could never be negotiated.

The most

promising area for the potential application of an ultrasonic
system is around the tubesheet.
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SOURCE OF
DEFECT
ECHO

TIME DELAY RANGE

6 dB
DOWN
I.Di

INTERFACE

•

MAXIMUM
AMPLITUDE

r

—*•

3.8

4 .7

O.D. NOTCH
HALF SKIP

4.6

4.8

5. 0

I . D . NOTCH
FULL SKIP

5.8

6.1

6 .4

TABLE 1
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ABSTRACT

This

presentation

gives

a description

of

encountered with the Gentilly 1 heat exchangers.

the

problems

It shows the

state of corrosion of the various parts of the heat exchangers
of the moderator

system.

The materials of which these parts

were made are carbon steel on the hand, and stainless steel, on
the other hand.

The paper also studies some of the corrosive

characteristics of the St Lawrence River at the Gentillv site
and

the

subsequent

effects

of

the

service

water

used.

Recommendations and proposals wich have been submitted in order
to counteract
also presented.

the above described problematic situations are
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1
INTRODUCTION

The Gentilly 1 nuclear

power station

is located

in the

town of Bécancour, near Gentilly, at approximately twenty-five
kilometers downstream from the city of Trois-Rivières, on the
St Lawrence River, in the Province of Quebec.

From

the

experienced

reliability

difficulties.

standpoint,
The

latter

this

are

plant

related

has

to 'the

composition of the St Lawrence River water at the Gentillv site
and especially to its effects upon the materials of which some
equipments such as heat exchangers were made.

In this presentation, we introduce a general view of the
plant along with its important equipments; we then describe the
difficulties
problems
circuit.

of

encountered,
the

heat

in

particular,

exchangers

The consequences

situated

of corrosion

plant maintainability and availability.

the
in

are

performance

the

moderator

its effects on
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THE GENTILLY 1 NUCLEAR POWER STATION

2.1

Overall view of the plant

The

Gentilly

1

nuclear

CANDU-BLW type plant.

power

station

is

a

250-MWe

It uses heavy water D A O as a moderator

and ordinary water H z O as a coolant.

The role of heavy water in a CANDU plant, when used as a
moderator, is to slow down the neutrons generated during the
chain nuclear reaction.
the fission

This slowing down of neutrons makes

of the natural

hence, fission takes place.

uranium atoms more probable and
Heat evolution is a by-product of

the nuclear reactions and this heat is then used to produce
electricity.

The Gentilly 1 nuclear power station uses a direct cycle,
that is to say, ordinary water H ^ O
into

steam

directed

within

into

production.

the

the

same

is heated and transformed

circuit.

turbo-alternator

This
stage

steam
for

is

then

electrical
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The Gentilly

1 nuclear

power

Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd.

A

schematic

diagram

station

is the

property of

and is operated by Hydro-Quebec.

of

thp

nuclear

power

station

is

presented here (See fig. 1 ) .

2.2

Gentilly 1 moderator heat exchangers

The

moderator

exchangers
1102.

3211-HXl

circuit
and

at

Gentilly

3211-HX2.

The

1 contained
number

of

two heat

tubes

were

Heavy water entered the tubes throuqh the inferior side

of the tubular plate and exit through the superior side, while
service water entered through the top of the shell and emerged
at the bottom.

The

two heat exchangers

horizontal
tubesheet

U-tube

type

oriqinally

construction.

installed were of the
The

design

of

the

joint to the channel cover was such as to allow the

separation of the shell and tube bundle

from the channel cover

for removal to an area where the tube bundle could be withdrawn
from the shell to facilitate inspection and cleaning.

Adequate

clearance was provided so as to minimize the force required for
withdrawal and to prevent damage to the tube when the bundle is
withdrawn.

The design also allowed withdrawal

and replacement

of the bundle with the shell in a horizontal position.

J

FIGURE - 1

SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF THE GENTILLY 1
NUCLEAR POWER STATION

A. Reactor
Reacteur

J. Dump tonk
Reservoir de décharge

B. Fuel
Combustible

K. Heaters
Réchauffeurs

C. Booster fuel
Barre de surréactivité

t . Condenser
Condenseur

D. Fuelling machine
Machine a combustible

M. Cooling water
Eau de refroidissmunt

E. Purification
Purification
F Moderator
Modérateur
G. Steam drum
Réservoir de vapeur
H. Safety valves
Soupapes de surett

O
in
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5.
Insofar as Location is concerned, the heat exchangers were
to

h o

located

exceeding

38°C

i n .in

. I K Mw

(100°P).

The

ith

.sit .»inl>i.>nt

maximum

I I M I I ( » M .tl m <• n.»t

radiation

field

in th<»

vicinity was not to cause damage to metals normally used in the
construction

of the heat exchangers.

Space limitations

in the vicinity of the heat exchangers

were not particularly severe; however, the positioning
heavy water nozzles were shown in AKCL drawings.

of the
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2.2.1 Design conditions

Tube side
Fluid

DO

Heat removed

7,6792 v 1.07
(22,5 MW)

Flow (kg/hr)

She!1 side
HO

1,9580 x 10^
{8,888 x 105 kq/hr)

Inlet Temp

2,270 x 106
(1,029 x 106 kq/hr)

71°C

26,7°C

Foulinq Resistance
Design Temp.

0,001
82°C

Design Pressure

fi21

82,2°C
kPa (90 psiq)

Connections

30,48 cm.

Tube size (cm)

1,587 - OD

Class

I

517 kPa (75 psig)
45,72 cm

3

Max. Overall length
permitted

6,1 m

Max Overall diameter
permitted

1,14 m

Max. Allowable
Material

P

68,95 kPa (10 psi)
ASTM A-249 Type 3O4T,

The above quoted conditions refer

68,95 kPa (10 psH
C/S

to one heat exchanger.
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2.2.2 Properties of heat exchanger fluid

The heavy water is of high puritv with the following
chemistry:

pH

4,1-6,1

C\-

maximum

0,2 mg/l

Conductivitv maximum

3 Mmhos/cm

D

99,70%

O

minimum

Boron

0-5

mg/l

Gadolinium

0 - 2 0 mq/1

2.2.3 Materials used in heat exchangers tubing

Tubing
The heat exchanger
tvpe

tubing was made of ASTM A-249

304L seam weldeH

austenitic

stainless steel.

The tube dimensions were:
+ 0,013
Tube O.D.

1,587

Averaqe wall thickness

- 0,000 cm
0,113 cm

The

minimum

wall

thickness

was

not

less

0,102 cm and the maximum did not exceed 0,124 cm.

than

99.

Snel]

The material of the shell was ASME SA 516, Grade 70
carbon steel plato supplied

in accordance with ASME

Code, Section III for class 3 vessels.

2.2.4 Normal operating conditions

Full power Operation

Tubeside D ^ O inlet
Tubeside D , 0 outlet

48,89°C (Controlled)

Shellside H , O inlet

26,67°C

Shellside H- O outlet

45,56°C

Normal Start-ups

112 cvcles/years)

Tubeside D 0 i n l e t

48,89°C to 71,U°C in 2 hours

Tubeside D- 0 outlet

maintained at 48,89°C

Shellside H O i n l e t

26,67°C

Shellside H - O outlet

26,67°C to 45,56°C in 2 hours

100.

Normal shutdowns (10 cvrles/year)

Tubeside D - 0 inlet

7 ] , U ° C to 48,89°C in lhr 20m

Tubeside D

O outlet

stays at 48,89°C

Shellside H

O inlet

26,67°C
4I5,56°C to 26,67°C in lhr 20m

Shellside H, 0 outlet

Load Changes (100 cycles/year)

It was assumed that power is reduced from full power
to

half

power

twice

a week

for

8 hours

and

then

returned to full power.

It was also assumed that the same rate of change for
D 2.0 temperatures

prevailed

here, as

for

and shutdowns, but of half the magnitude.

start-ups
The H

temperatures were the same as the flow was reduced.

O
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3
PROBLEMS RELATED TO THE

PERFORMANCE

OF THE HRAT RXCNAGERS

3.I

Corrosion

Metal corrosion is an electrochemical process during which
a metal, such as steel, returns to its natural or
state

as

an

oxide.

It

is

actually

metal from an unstable state
degrades the metal.

the

fundamental

transformation

to a stable state.

of a

This process

The phenomenon is further activated if the

environmental conditions are favourable to its realization.

Aqueous

corrosion

of

iron

is

an

electrochemical

process

which needs to have an anode, a cathode and an electrolyte.

A

cathodic depolarization is also a prerequisite.

In the process of corrosion, Fe loses an electron and is
dissolved into the electrolyte as a ferrous ion at the anode.

Fe ••-•• F e + +

+

2e-

102.

The

electrons

propagate

through

the

metal

toward

the

cathode where hydrogen is accumulated.

H , O

- .- OH-

Then, the hydrogen gains an electron and becomes a neutral
H.

In neutral or alcaline solutions, oxvgen acts as a cathodic

depolarizer.

In the absence of oxygen, the reducing sulphate

bacteria acts as a depolarizer.

2H+

These

+

organisms

2e- . H

consume

reduction of sulphate.

hydroqen

during

their

metabolic

The bacterj.?1 action reduces sulphates

present in the water to sulphur. B is the bacteria

H

+ B

- . • S0~~.. ,. _ _

8H + 40 —-r 4 H
S " + 2H+-rH

Hydrogen

is

used

to

0

S

form

hydrogen

sulph.'de

H^ S

reacts with ferrous ions in solution which leave the anode.

Fe++ + H

S -.- FeS + 2H+

then

103,

The result is a precipitation of FeS.

The hydroxides also

react with ferrous ions to yield Fe(OH)_

3Fe + + + 60H-

With

time

this

leads

--3Fe (OH)2

to

a

complete

penetration

of

the

exchanqers

of

the

metal.

This

phenomenon

occurred

in

the

heat

moderator at Gentilly 1 and led to leaks

3.2

the system.

Corrosion cell

Corrosion

may

corrosion cell.

be explained

verv well with

the use of a

A corrosion cell contains an anode, a cathode

and an electrolyte.

The metallic

ions are dissolved

into the

electrolyte at the anode.

The electrically

electrons, remain behind.

These electrons then spread

the metal

up

tho

the other

points

at

charged particles,

the cathode

through

where

the

electron consuming reaction takes place (See fig. 2 ) .

The reader should also observe figs. 3 and 4.

3.3

Different types of corrosion

Table 1 shows different tvpes of corrosion.

"1

FIGURE -

2

MECANISME CLASSiQUE DE CORROSION

—O 2
- — OH

V-ci

2 H°H°H
CATHODE U

REACTIONS CATHODIQUES

RE ACTIONS_A NODIQUES

1 - Fe° -*-Fe
2 - Fe tl + 20H
3-

2 e"
•Fe(OH) 2
PRECIPITE

4-2Fe(0H)-

O,+ H ? 0
(ROUILLE)

3-H° + H°+l/2O2-«-H2O
4-2e"+l/2O 2 +H 2 O-^2OH"

FIGURE - 3

PIQURATION DES METAUX PAR CHLORURES
O2(CONC.ELEVEE)

I

CATHODE
>
OP(CONC.FAIBL E)
REACTIONS ANOD:QUES

REACTIONS CAT hi ÜDIQUES

! - F e c — - F e + + t 2 e"
—^Fe(OH)<
3-Fe 4 " + +

_ DIFFUSION '

4-FeCI 2 +2H 2 O-^Fe(OH) 2 +2H+2Cr
"REACTION AUTOCATALYTIQUE"

2-H G -f-H°
3 - H ° + H°

.05.
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FliiUKK - 1

SCHEMA D'INSTALLATION DE COUPONS
DE CORROSION A G - l
COUPON DE
CORROSION.

^MINIMUM 8"»*

(A)

Y

PREREQUIS:
11
I)LE DIAMETREDE(A)D0ITETRE3/4"2) LA VELOCITE DE L'EAU DOIT ETRE l.8-3'/Sec.
3) LA LIGNE DE DERIVATION DOIT ETRE
INSTALLEE VERTICALEMENT.
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3.3.1 Uniform corrosion

Uniform
form

corrosion

of

or

generalized

corrosion

which

corrosion

is

is

the

corrosion
most

is

the

prevalent

in

industry.

Uniform

electrochemical

the

reactions

grouping

which

take

of

numerous

place

at

the

surface of a metal.

3.3.2 Localized corrosion

There

exist

macroscopic

two
and

types

of

microscopic.

chlorides has affected

localized
Pittinq

corrosion;

of metals bv

the Gentilly 1 nuclear power

station heat exchangers.

3.4

Service water effects on the heat exchangers

The service water network of the Gentillv 1 nuclear power
station

designed

to procure water

to all the services of the

plant, except for the coolinq of the main condenser, has caused
intermittent and rather serious problems during several year..

108.
TABI.KAU - 1

D I F F E R E N T S T Y P E S DE C O R R O S I O N
CORROSION I

UNIFORME

[LOCALISE E

MACROSCOPIQUE

MICROSCOPIQUE

-BIMETALLIQUE
-PIQURATION
. (Pilting)

SOUS TENSION
(STRESS CORROSION
CRACKING)

-CREVASSE

BACTERIES REDUCTRICES
DE SULFATE

- INTERST1CIELLE
-EROSION

INTERGRANULAIRE
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This service water originates
It

feeds what

is called

a

in the St. Lawrence River.

once-through

cooling

system.

The

four main services for which it is utilized are;

1.

Cooling of the eauipments, such as motors and
pumps, and fluids in a closed loop, such as the
moderator and the coolant.

2.

Conversion

into

domestic

and

demineralized

water.

3.

Cleaning needs.

4.

Emergency water used for fire.

The service water

then goes back downstream

into the St.

Lawrence River.

Because of the nature of the deposits and
characteristics

of

this water,

the

Gentilly

the corrosive

1 nuclear

power

plant has known some serious problems as it has been suggested
earlier.
fluid

Of the four services listed, it is the equipment and

cooling

which

have

been

problems encountered have been:

mainly

affected.

The

deposits and corrosion.

main

109

•

no.
These two ills have resul ted in:

plugged equipment and piDOS
a significant

reduction

in the coefficient

o^

heat transfer
high maintainance costs
a reduction in equipment lifespan
heavy water losses

Deposits
temperature

are

generally

formed

in

is hiqh and as a consequence

places

where

the

in heat exchangers,

adjacent pipes and in places where the speed of flow of cooling
fluid is equal or less than 0,91 m/s.

These

deposits

are

accumulations

of

solid

materials

in

such a wav as to prevent the good performance of an equipment
or which contributes to its deterioration.

The composition of these deposits are:

Ferrous oxide, F e 2 O

: 80-90%

Organic matter includinq

:

5-20%

microbiological growth
Silica, SiO 2

.

1.20%

111.

Magnesium, Mg O

1%

Sodium, Nax O

1%

Calcium, Ca O

1%

Copper, Cu O

1%

Aluminum, Al -^ 0 .
Phosphorus, P . O

1%

(see table 2 for a morp complete picture!.

The problem of microbiological growth is very acute in the
case of the St Lawrence River water at the Gentilly site.

The

microorganisms

for

deposits.

are

potentially

the

most

serious

agents

The most wel] known aro:

Filamentous types
Corrosive types
Fungus
Algae

They are found

in the entire system and even

if they are

dead they can adhere to the surfaces.

The

heat

exchangers

microorganisms;
54,44°C.
service

In
water

the

addition

offer

temperature
to

contains

these

an

ideal, environment

varies

between

comfortable

nutritious

elements

for

the

4,44°C

and

temperatures, the
in

substantial

112.
TAI1LKAI

-

2

ANALYSE CHIMIQUE DU DEPOT PRELEVE
DANS LA TUYAUTERIE DE* G-i
SILICE

SiO 2

1.4 %

CALCIUM

CaO

1.5 %

FER

Fe2 O 3 89.0%

SODIUM

Na2O

ALUMINIUM

A I 2 O 3 0.2 %

CUIVRE

CuO

0.1 %

O.I %

PERTEALACOMB.
8OO°C
MANGANESE
MnO 2

5.6 %

PHOSPHORE

0.9 %

AUTRES

P2O5

0.5%

99.3%
0.7%
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quantities as orqanic matter.

Be^id^s nitrogen and phosphorus,

the water has a lot of oxygen.

This

microorqanism

problem

varies

with

the

seasons.

Tt

increases in the warm periods of the year and durinq the summer
reaches

it highest

rate.

The

for deposit formation which

microorganisms

is gonerally

are

responsible

the cause of plugged

pipes; thev also lead to corrosion.

The microorqanism which causes the biggest nuisance is the
anaerobic sulphate reducer bacteria.
through

ventilation

or

She cannot be annihilated

oxygenation,

and

thus

constitutes

a

major problem in the closed once-through svstems.

The

heat

chemically
from

exchanger

treated

service

at Gentiily

the Zimmite Corporation

1.

and

water

system

It has

received

treatment

laboratories.

However,

Betz

has

been

the problems remained serious.

The

reader

should

observe

figs.

5, 6 and

7 as well

table 3.

3.5

Leaking heat exchanger tubes

The Gentillv 1 nuclear oower station has also had to
the problem of leakage of the heat exchanger tubes.

as

CMG-
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S O U R C E ! Fleuve St. Laurent
PERIODE! 27Janvier 1977-

FTTGENDE
j

. . . - - •

ENTREE-STATION DE POMPAGE
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bORTIF. - TURBINE
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FIGURE - 6

ENCRASSEMENT

VS

CORROSION

CONCENTRATION O 2 ELEVEE

PRODUITS DE
CORROSION

MATIERES
ORGANIGUES

\
\

BO'JES+SABLE

CONCENTRATION O 2 FAIBLE

UI
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CNG-I
SCHEMA SIMPLIFIE DU SYSTEME D'EAU DE SERVICE
FLEUVE ST. LAURENT

STATION DEPOMPAGE
4P0MPES
B.P
4P0MPES
H.P.

LEGENDE
<|j ECHANTILLONAGE
INJECTION DE BETZ

TABLEAU -

3

DE SULFATE
REACTION ANODIOUÊ

4

Fe°

REACTION CATHODIQUE...

8e

-+

(Dépolarisation cathodique)

8H

PRODUITS DE CORROSION...S =

4Fe + 4 +8e-

8H +

80H

/Fe

Fe'
4 Fe (OH).

REACTION COMPLETE
^3Fe(OH)2tFeS
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As

early

existed.

Four

as

1972,

definite

it

was

and

one

realized
possible

that

the

leaking

problem

tubes

were

located in 3211-HX1.

The location of the leak along the length

was

for

also determined,

the

two most

serious

leaking tubes.

Both of these were at least 12,7 cm from the nearest baffle.

The

two heaviest

shell with
tubesheet

689,50
with

a

kPa

leakers were

found

(100 psig) air

Del con

ultrasonic

and

bv pressurizinq

the

"listening" at

the

Translator

Detector.

For

detection of the other leakinq tubes, the shell was filled with
206,70 kPa

(30 psiq) helium

and

the tubesheet

scanned with a

Bacharach Gas Leak Detector.

All the leaking tubes werp on the right-hand side of the
tubesheet, and a simple statistical

test suggested

that

there

was a real reason for this.

Tritium was found in the cooling water and this confirmed
the

fact

that

one of

the

two

moderator

heat

exchangers

was

losing heavy water, D 2 O.

Eddy current
the stainless
and

3211-HX2.

testing was carried on approximately

steel
Of

tubing
those

of

the moderator

inspected,

a

total

coolers
of

79

30% of
3211-HX1

tubes

in

119,

3211-HX1 and 53 tubes in 3211-HX2 were pl.uqqed.
approximatelv
criteria

25% of

those

tubes

set by Hydro-Quebec was:

wear, pitting, cracking

or other

which

were

This totalled

inspected.

any tube showing

The

signs of

types of difficulties

along

the same lines, of 50% throuqh or greater were to be plugqed.
Excessive pitting appeared to be the major problem as little or
no wear under the baffle plates were observed.

The signal to noise level during testing was maintained at
approximately 100:1; based on tho signal of a 1,59 mm diameter
through wall hole versus system noise.
of 0,79

mm

through

wall

and

greater

This permitted defects
signal

indication

to be

detected with no difficulty.

Other inspections have confirmed the following:

3211-HX1

had

approximately

showing defects

of more

60%

than

of

its

tubes

50% of the wall

thickness

3211-HX2

had

about

20% of

defects

of

more

than

thickness.
Foucault

This

current

its

"50%

tubes
of

showing

the

evaluation

was

based

measurements

over

more

half the number of tubes.

wall
on
than

119

*

120.

-

The averaqe rat^» of progress of the defects in
both heat exchangers was of the order of 20% to
25% of the wall
months.

The

progress

of

thickness over a period of 15

worst
70% of

case

encountered

the wall

showed

thickness

a

during

the same period of time.

The greatest number of defects in 3211-HXl was
at center of

the array of tubes and

baffle supports.

near

the

This heat exchanger was also

more plagued with deposits _.ian 3211-HX2.

During later incidents of tj •> failures, it was found that:

HX1 had 3 defectivo tubes for a leakage rate of
0,5 kg/hr.
and
HX2 had 1 defective tube for a leakage rate of
3,3 kg/hr.

and then one year later,

HX1 had 2 defective tubes for a .leakage rate of
21,5 kq/hr.

121.

HX2 had 2 defective tubes for a leakage rate of
1.360 kg/hr.

We must also point out
and

3211-HX2

had

thaf

undergone

the heat exchangers 3211-HX1.

repairs

and

the

latter

had

necessitated many hours in addition to inspection time and loss
of reactor production.

All of these problems 1 od to the suggestion that it would
be better not to use these heat exchangers anv longer.

3.6

Main condenser tubing

It must also be stated that there were other difficulties
occurring

at

other

spots

of

the

Gentillv

1

nuclear

power

station which were also, at least in part, a result of the St
Lawrence River water action.

For

instance, in the case of the condenser

tubing it was

found that:

Samples

of

condenser

pitting

to

a

showed

signs

increased

the

dopth
of

tubes
of

revealed

60%.

The

interqranular

pitting

rate, and

chloride

tubes

attack
the

also
which

depth

of

122.

which was assumed to be increasing at. a rate of
20%

year,

based

on

experience

with

the

moderator heat exchangers.

Pittinq was initiated and accelerated in areas
where

there

were

deposits,

which

is

why

cleaning, especially in the "pits", was seen as
something important to consider.

Cleaning

was

then

suggested

as

a

possible

action which could

counteract

the

development

of the problem.

Three methods of cleaninq wero considered:

a)

Scraping -

b)

Rotatinq centrifugal brush and air turbine

c)

Water jet
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4
PLATE HEAT EXCHANGERS

Following

the

difficulties

encountered

with

the

heat

exchangers, it was thought that even as a temporary solution,
plate

heat

exchangers

would

be

installed

until

perhaps

such

time when one could go back ro the use of the original types of
heat

exchangers.

This

could

take

serious study of the situation.

place

This

after

additional

is the reason whv there

are plate heat exchangers which nre installed at Gentilly I at
the present time.

The plate heat exchangers were manufactured
the

company

Alfa-Laval.

dissipate 23,2 MW.
flows

or

Each

one

of

them

is

in Sweden bv
designed

to

These exchangers can operate with parallel

counter-current

wise

as

is the case at

Gentilly

1.

They were submitted to various types of tests in Sweden before
being

transported

by

airplane

to

Montreal.

Then,

they

were

trucked out to Gentilly from Montreal.

These plate-tvpe heat exchangers are being used
as temporarv rpplncements for the tube-in-shell
hoat exchangers.

L23.

124.

Tests were dono

for Lloyd's, England on

pairs

of titanium plates.

Hvdrostatic

tests of

the heat exchangers were

carried out both in Sweden and at Gentillv.

Heads, follower

plates

and

tie bars

meet

the

requirements of the ASME Code Section IV.

Boosters

are

locked

out

until

the

tube-in-shell heat exchangers are installed.

new
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5
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT AND CONCLUSION

5.1

Cleaning procedures

One

of

the

certain relief

possible

actions

which

could

about

a

to the problem of metal corrosion at Gentilly,

is the cleaning of the heat exchangers.

There exist now in the

market various cleaning methods and one could
methods which

bring

would

be best

suited

to

find some of the

the situation

and

use

them.

5.2

Service water treatment

The

chemical

River

water

inhibitors

so

carbon steel

conditions
should
that

the

is reduced

of

the

be

St

Lawrence

controlled

rate

of

with

corrosion

of

to an acceptable level

not exceeding 0,508 mm/year (2/1000 in/yr).

-

The accumulation of material
the contamination
by

the

in suspension and

of the service water

microorganisms

should

be

order to prevent localized corrosion.

system

avoided

in

126.

Chemical

treatment

phosphates

could

using

lie used.

verv expensive procedure.

chromates
However,

it

dr
is

a

It could cost about

10 million dollars a year.

5.3

Closed loop service water system

When

we

take

into account

solution, the cost of operation
environment

protection,

in

the

necessity

for

a

radical

for the treatments as well as

the case

of

a

chemical

treatment

using an open loop, we suqgest with no hesitation to make the
necessary changes for the establishment of closed loop service
water systems in all the Gentillv nuclear power stations.

5.4

Use of other types of heat exchanger materials

Tt has been suggested
number

than

stainless

that metallic alloys with a higher

steel

304

L,

for

example, be

used

as

these alloys appear to be much more corrosion resistant.

We
purposes

note

that

during

the

plant

two

heat

shutdown

exchangers
are

made

of

used

for

inconel

there has been no corrosion problems in the tubes.

cooling
600

and

127.

In

addition,

increase

it

must

in corrosion

content;

304, 316

be

i/emembered

resistance

with

(2-3% Mo content),

that

increase
317

steel
in

allovs

molybdenum

(3-4% Mo, used

in

paper mills), 904L (4-5%, hiqhest Mo content, easily drawn), AL
6X (6, 5% Mo content, seaboard application).

One must also recall
metals

corrode

existence

is

a

that

natural
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PLATE HEAT EXCHANGERS FOR THE POWER INDUSTRIES

Although the first patent on plate type heat exchangers is
almost 100 years old, it is only during the last couple of
decades it has found wide acceptance in the heavy industries.
The plate heat exchangers were originally exclusively used
in the dairy and food processing industries. The sanitary
requirements made the plate heat exchangers the ideal solution
to their heat transfer problems, because of the easy access
to the heat transfer surface for cleaning. However, during
the last 20-30 years, the plate heat exchangers have gained
market shares in a wide variety of the process industries.
Fig 1
The real breakthrough of the plate heat exchanger concept
came with the "herring bone plate". This robust design
allows relatively high design pressures (200-300 psig) using
thin plates. The ready access to the heat transfer surface
is still there, but many other features contribute to make
the plate heat exchangers the best solution to many heat
transfer problems.
The basic part of a plate heat exchanger is the heat transfer
surface made of thin gasketed corrugated metal plates. The
plate pack is compressed in a frame consisting of two covers,
one stationary and one movable. The two covers are clamped
together with bolts. The heat transfer plate and the movable
cover are suspended on an upper carrying bar and guided by
the lower guiding bar. The ends of the carrying bar and
guiding bar are attached to the stationary cover and to the
support column.
Two adjacent heat transfer plates in the plate pack form a
flow channel which is sealed by a gasket. The gaskets also
route the heat exchanging media to flow in parallel streams
in every second channel. The precise arrangement, number of
plates, type, nozzle locations a.s.o. are to a great extent
computer designed for each individual exchange.
The plate corrugation serves two purposes. It induces
turbulence to the stream which creates high heat transfer
coefficients. Also the plates,when clamped together, support
each other with many contact points providing rigidity so
that the thin metal plates can be used.
The gaskets are confined in grooves in the plates and are
supported along their entire length. There are metal-to-metal
contact between two adjacent plates on both sides of the
gaskets. This design effectively prevents displacement of
the gasket, and also ensures that there is enough space for
each gasket to expand without the danger of being crushed.
The gaskets are normally ribbed which provides higher surface
pressure.

Fig 2

Fig 3

Fig 4

Fig 5
Fig 6
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The gasket construction furthermore eliminates the risk of
interleakage. The two media are separated by two gaskets
and the space between them is open to the atmosphere. Should
any leakage occur, it is to the exterior where it can easily
be located and repaired.

Fig 7

The choise of plate material in the heat exchanger is of
major importance. The cooling water is very often corrosive.
Titanium is therefore often used also for river water,
polluted by industrial waste. When selecting the material,
Fig 8
it is important to try to project the increasing chloride
levels in the cooling water for a projected lifetime of
the power station. The plate heat exchanger can be delivered
in a variety of plate materials: stainless steel, titanium,
Incoloy, Hastelloy, and others. The gaskets are also available
in a wide range of elastomers: nitrile rubber, resin-cured
butyle rubber, EPDM, Hypalon, Viton, CAF, and so on.
All of the preceding components are factors in determining
the plate heat exchangers performance limits. The limits
may vary from unit to unit. The design pressure for some
models is 300 psig, but in most cases it is between 200-250
psig. The maximum design temperature is around 270°F. It
can handle flow rates up to around 12000 ÜSGPM. The maximum
heat transfer area is about 20000 sq.ft. in one heat exchanger. The overall heat transfer coefficient varies of course
with media and pressure drops, but usually it is in the
range of 600-1000 BTU/h sq.ft. °F.
The heat exchangers are always designed in accordance with the
provincial pressure vessel regulations. Furthermore, the heat
exchangers can be manufactured under quality control systems
in accordance with the Canadian standards, level 1.
The compactness of the plate heat exchanger is obvious.
20,000 sq.ft. of heating surface requires approximately
100 sq.fto of floor space. This is of great importance where
space is expensive and limited such as in a nuclear power
station.
Another inherent advantage is the low weight. The weight of
the 20,000 sq.ft. heat exchanger mentioned above is less than
60,000 lbs filled with water. Owe reason for this is the low
hold-up volume, which is important when handling expensive
fluids such as heavy water. The hold-up volume also means
that the heat exchanger reacts very quickly to thermal changes.
The easy accessibility of the heat transfer surface makes
manual cleaning and inspection a simple operation. By loosing
the tightening bolts and sliding the movable cover of the
plates along the carrying bar, both sides of the heat transfer
plates are exposed.

Fig 10
Fig 11
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Another advantage with the plate heat exchanger design is
that you can easily rebuild the heat exchanger for revised
conditions by adding or subtracting plates or rearranging
the existing ones.
The plate heat exchanger is increasingly being used for
various applications. The main reasons are:

Fig 12

- The overall heat transfer coefficients are comparatively high in a PHE due to high turbulence in the
fluids and more efficient heat transfer surfaces.
- The PHE is compact with low weight and small space
requirement.
Other features are:
- Thin heat transfer plates which contributes to obtaining
economical solutions to each heat transfer problem
when expensive materials are required.
- No welding or almost no welding which makes repair
and maintenance work easy and it also reduces the
need for non-destructive examination.
- Low fouling due to good flow distribution/ no dead
spots and to promoted turbulence which keeps solids
in suspension.
- Easy accessibility to both sides of the heat transfer
surface brings maintenance time to a minimum.
- Counter current flow which means that the full temperature difference is always utilized.
- No vibration problems due to the honeycomb like flow
channels with a large number of contact points(300/sq.ft.)
All the above technical design features contributes to make
the PHE very reliable. The combination of high heat transfer
coefficients, the thin walls and the full counter current
flow makes it possible to achieve very close temperature
approach. Over 90% of heat reoovery is possible when using
a single PHE.
In an economic comparison with a tubular heat exchanger it is
important to compare the right things(apples with apples). To
compare the price per heat transfer area is not justified because the plate heat exchanger is more efficient per area. The
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comparison of the costs to solve a certain thermal duty
is more justified. The thermal duty can be explained in
terms of thermal length, number of heat transfer units, or
Fig 13
what we call the theta-value. A quick explanation of theta
is that it increases (with other parameters remaining
Fig 14
constant) when the temperature difference between the cooling
water and the hot flow gets closer. For instance in a central
cooler, the theta-value is normally high, requiring long or
multi-pass shell-and-tube heat exchangers. The closer temperature
approaches, the higher the theta-value and the more difficult
the thermal duty. The material selected very much influences
the price of the heat exchanger. Because of the high heat
transfer coefficient, less surfaces required for plate heat
exchanger compared to shell-and-tube heat exchanger. This
in combination with the use of thin metal plates means that
Fig 15
less material is needed. When expensive high-cost materials
are required this means a substantial saving. In conclusion,
we can say that the economical advantages of a plate heat
exchanger increase with high-quality material and when the
thermal duty is long.
The preferred design of a plate heat exchanger is to arrange
all the plates in single-pass. This allows all connections
Fig 16
to be located in the fixed cover. In order to accomplish
this, and still utilize the pressure drop economically and
without oversizing, each plate heat exchanger moael has two
types of plates designed for two different thermal duties.
A channel formed of plates with a small angle of the corrugations
can handle larger flows than a channel formed of plates with
a larger angle at the same pressure drop. The latter is
consequently more suitable for long thermal duties. The
third type of thermal length is achieved by placing a
long thermal duty plate adjacent to a short thermal duty
plate. In order to obtain maximum efficiency, a given plate
heat exchanger is designed with one or often two of the
three channel types described.
There is very limited welding on a plate heat exchanger. Some
models do not have any welds at all. Most examination requirements of a pressure vessel deal mainly with inspection
of welds and this means that the extent of non-destructive
examination on a plate heat exchanger is small.
The following is a list of examinations and tests which may
be. required on a plate heat exchanger:
- Impact test of frame and pressure plates and tightening
bolts.
- Ultrasonic examination of frame and pressure plates.

Fig 17
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- Radiographic examination of welds.
- Magnetic particle examination of welds.
- Liquid penetrant examination of welds and tightening
bolts and nuts.
- Hydrostatic test with elevated cleanliness requirements.
- Helium leakage testing of heat transfer plates and gaskets.
The Impact Testing and the Ultrasonic Examination are performed
by our subsuppliers, while the others are performed by us in
accordance with the ASME code. Normally, heat exchangers for
the Canadian power industry have to be manufactured under a
Quality Control Program specified by the owner. A History
Docket for each vessel is made up which contains the approved
examination and test procedures.- the examination and test
reports, material certificates, etc, and also possible concessions.
We have delivered many plate heat exchangers for both
conventional and nuclear power stations. In a BWR's cooling
system, plate heat exchangers are used as central or secondary
coolers, which provide clean coolant for the primary coolers,
and as containment coolers and end shield coolers. Plant
heating can also be obtained from a plate heat exchanger. In
a PWR plate heat exchangers are used in a similar manner.

Fig 18

A central or secondary cooling system is particularly important
when the available cooling water is corrosive and dirty. Many
Fig 19
heat exchangers can be connected to such a system. The corrosion
and fouling problems are confined to the secondary coolers the plate heat exchangers.
Other major applications are:
- fuel pond cooling
- generator cooling
and many others. For the CANDU system we have supplied plate
heat exchangers as emergency core coolers and as moderator
coolers.
The latest development of the plate heat exchanger concept is
a welded plate heat exchanger. The boundary gasket on every
second plate in the plate pack is removed and replaced by a
weld. The plate pack is thus formed of plate pairs, which are
welded together to form channels, rather than single gasketed
plates. The process or primary side is thus sealed by welds
while the secondary side is equipped with gasktes still giving
the advantage of having full access for maintenance and
inspection.

Fig 20
Fig 21

Fig 22
Fig 23
Fig 24
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This design will be useful when gaskets for one reason or
the other cannot be used as in the conventional plate heat
exchanger. The welded plate heat exchanger may prove to
be ideal for contaminated fluids which then are routed
through the welded channels. Normal maintenance will not
require decontamination as all the contaminated surfaces
are inside the welded channels.
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Healing, Ventilation
and Airconditioning

Fig 1. The Plate Heat Exchanger and its main application area

Fig 2. The basic parts of a Plate Heat Exchanger

5.
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Fig 3. Flow pattern in a Plate Heat Exchanger

Fig 4. Heat transfer
plates
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Fig 5. Gasket groove

>

Fig 6. Gaskets
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Fig 7. No interleakage

PHE's in the power industry

Plate material (0.6-0.8 mm)
Titanium lor sea water, brackish water
Stainless steel for fresh water

Other pfarte materials

Gasket material*

Other gasket materials

Nitrite for temperatures up to 110 C (230 F)

Pd-stabtlized titanium
Incoloy
Hastel'oy

Resin-cured butyl for temperatures up to

CAF (compressed asbestos)
Vilon

130X (27ff F)

Neoprene
.Styréne
Hypalon

Fig 8. Materials used in Plato Heat Exchangers for the
power industry
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Pressure

up to 20 bar

up to 300 psig
11

' 270°F

Temperature

• • 13O°C

Liquid flowrate

" " 2500 mVh

" " 11000gpm (US)

Heat transfer area

" " 2000m'

"

Overall heat transfer coefficient

'21500 ft'

600-1000 Btu/ft' h

3500-5500 W/m" °C
(3000-4800 kcal/m' h °C)

Fig 9. Plate Heat Exchanger performance limits

PHE Dimensions
PHE
type

MaximunT Dimensions
Length
Width
m
ni

Height
in

Weight filled
iwaten
kg

Hold-up
volume per side
!m

5.7

AL35

5.8

1.4

4.1

37000

A35

5.8

1.4

3.1

18300

2.9

AX30

4.3

1.0

28.

8500

2.1

A20

3.9

0.87

2.4

5100

1.9

AM20

4.5

2.3

5900

3.5

A15

3.8

0.81
0 74

2.1

2.8

0.40

1.4

3600
1600

2.0

P31

P22

1.8

0.33

0 84

400

1.5

P01

0.54

0.18

0.46

50

1.3

Fig 10. Plate Heat Exchanger dimensions

1.6

9.
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PMEOafia
PHE
lype

Connection
diameter

M«« heat transfer
surface
m

Ftow rate'
«vaten
m' h

AL35
A35

350
350

2000

1800

1200

1800

AX30
A20

300

630

1300

200

380

600

AM20

320

600

A15

200
150

P31

100

250
100

320
170

P22

70

30

70

P01

36

2.4

14

' For port connection pressure drop 20 kPa

Fig 1 1 . Plate Heat. Exchanger data

Technical comparison PHE/SftTHE
Quantitative feature»
a) heat transfer coefficients
b) weight, empty
weight, filled (water)
c) space required

Qualitative features
thin walls
no welding
low fouling
easy cleaning
nearly countercurrent flow
no vibration

Fig 12. Technical comparison between Plate Heat Exchangers
and Shell and Tube Heat Exchanger
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TH» O-Concmt

A - heat transier area

Heat transferred:

O=V-9Clt,-t„l
9 —value:
temperature change
temperature difference

Fig 13, The 9-concept

Fig 14. 0-value examples

It, — 1.1
A t
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Economic comparison
between PHE and S &THE

S & THE: cs*cs

cs*ss

ss*ss

CS»AI

CS*CuNi

CS+Ti

CS = Carbon ste«l
SS - Staaitess stee<
Al - Aluoxnum brass
CuNi = Coppe' Nictiet
Ti = Titanium

Economic
advantage
in favor of PHE

Fig 15. Economic comparison between Plate Heat Exchangers
and Shell and Tube Heat Exchangers

Fig 16. The variable thermal length; Alfa-Flex
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Non-Destructive
Examinations and Tests
off Plate Heat Exchangers
Impact Test of frame plates, pressure plates,
and tightening bolts
Ultrasonic Examination of frame plates
and pressure plates
Radiographic Examination of welds
Magnetic Particle Examination of welds
Liquid Penetrant Examination of welds
and tightening bolts and nuts
Hydrostatic Pressure Test with Elevated
Cleanliness Requirements
Helium Leakage Test of heat transfer plates
and gaskets

Fig 17. Non-destructive examinations and tests of
Plate Heat Exchangers

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Turbine
Gintralor
Turbine condenser
Condamate pumps
Low pressure preheater
Booster
High pressure preheater

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Central cooling system
Demineralized water circuit
Plant heating system
Containment cooling system
Plate heat exchanger lor central cooling
Plate heat exchanger lor containment cooling
Plate heat exchanger lor plant healing

Fig 18. Main cooling points in a BWR-system
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Auxiliary Equipment

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9

vacuum purnp cooler
Generator cooler
Feed water pump motor cooler
Feed water pump lube oil cooler
Feed water pump cooler
Seal water cooler
Turbine lube oil cooler
Drainage cooler
Air compressor cooler

10 Emergency diesel cooler
11. Condensate cooler
12 Sample test cooler,
bearing cooler air preheater
13 Central cooler
14 Plant heating

Fig 19. Plate Heat Exchangers for auxiliary equipment

Fuel storage pool cooling and purification system
Plate heat
exchanger for cooling
fuel storage poot

I

I

Mate heat*™»!»
•«changer | I Deminerattzed
lercoollngl £»»•»«
toel storage • o o f

Fig 20. Fuel storage pool cooling and purification system
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Generator Cooling

Fig 21. Generator cooling

Fig 22. Turbine lube oil system
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Emergency core cooling system
Accumulator
tank

Steam
generator

Fig 23. Emergency core cooling system

Moderator cooler
GANDU system

Fig 24. Moderator cooler - CANDU system
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CORROSION, INSPECTION AND OTHER PROBLEMS
ASSOCIATED WITH HEAT EXCHANGERS
IN THE HEAVY WATER INDUSTRY

ABSTRACT
Corrosion, fabrication and inspection problems encountered in the heavy water industry heat
exchangers are discussed. Among the problems examined are erosion/corrosion of two pass
exchangers, rolling of tubes, pitting, fretting and protection for long term storage.
INTRODUCTION
The heavy water industry is heavily dependent upon heat exchangers in its extraction processes.
Leakage of heat exchangers could result in the evolution of hydrogen sulphide gas to the
atmosphere or into the cooling water so it is absolutely essential that this equipment display a high
degree of integrity and reliability for shutdowns are both costly and time consuming.
Failure may result from attempts to use standard chemical plant designs, a logical concept, that are
not entirely suited to resist some of the peculiarities of H 2 S corrosion. Therefore, by outlining some
of the problems we have been dealing with, it is hoped that a better understanding of exchanger
performance in hydrogen sulphide service will result.
CORROSION OF SHELLS
Carbon steel in sour service initially suffers rapid corrosion. However, the sulphide scales that are
formed are tightly adherent and with time they are gradually converted to the more stable sulphides
affording protection to the underlying steel. Conditions such as erosion-corrosion, alternate wetting
and drying, or thermal cycling may all contribute to the rapid corrosion of steel through the removal
of the protective scale and the continuous exposure of fresh metal to the aggressive environment.
Multipass heat exchangers are susceptible to rapid shell attack by erosion/corrosion if the fluid
velocities are high, normally greater than 2.1 m/s (7 ft./sec), if impingement occurs due to poorly
designed inlets or poorly placed impingement plates, or if leakage occurs around seals and gasket
surfaces.
A case in point involves two pass heat exchanger shells constructed of ASTM A516 Gr. 70 material
that suffered severe erosion/corrosion in sour service due to by-passing of the longitudinal seal.
The design of the exchangers provided for a thick shell section 5 cm (2") located at the channel end
to act as reinforcing for the nozzles while the remainder of the shell was 2.86 cm (1 1/8") thick.
Penetration of the shell took place at the junction of the 5 cm (2") and 2.86 cm (1 1 /8") thick section
after 14 months service. The heaviest attack was located at the inlet end of the shell and tapered off
towards the floating head. This is consistent with a higher pressure differential close to the inlet
creating higher velocities and greater erosion characteristics for the stream.
The heaviest attack occurred in the shells where the stainless steel sealing strips were in contact
with the carbon steel and along the back of the tubesheet. Galvanic corrosion may have occurred
producing hydrogerrand preventing the formation of a protective scale.
In any case damage to the sealing strips during bundle installation created ideal sites for the
erosion process. Large smooth sided pits were created. (Photos 2-6) The pits varied from relatively
small to those the size of a fist.
Hydrogen generated by the attack penetrated the shell resulting in small delaminations of about 6
mm to 13 mm (1/4" to 1/2") in diameter in the vicinity of the pits. These delaminations were
completely isolated and did not appear to be linked by the stepwise cracking noted in blistered
pipeline steels/1» Thay did, however, result in a loss of back reflection during ultrasonic testing and
false thin readings during ultrasonic thickness measurements requiring modification of inspection
techniques tö detect corrosion of the shell's. (Photo 7)
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The size of the delaminations precludes their rejection by ASME Section V SA-435 to which the
plate was tested as this specification accepts laminations up to three inches (7.68 cm) although the
tighter one inch (2.54 cm) requirement of ASTM A578 Section 7, Level II is normally employed.
In order to combat the erosion/corrosion phenomenon in the exchangers, a layer of Inconel weld
metal was deposited 6 mm x 18 cm (1 /4" x 7") wide along the length of the exchanger shell in the
area of the baffle. In most instances this solved the problem. However, if the bundle was twisted
during installation or the leaking stream bounced off bent seals the shell would again encounter
high velocity flow below the weld overlay producing erosion/corrosion. The ultimate repair to
eliminate the problem would be to use clad shells.
The erosion/corrosion also presents inspection problems with the back of the tubesheet,
particularly if triangular pitch is used in the design of the bundles. Basically the back of the
tubesheet cannot be inspected unless tubes are removed either from the centre to permit the use of
fibrescopes or as a window from the edge of the bundle inwards to permit straight visual
examination.
TUBE JOINTS
' Tube bundles can present many problems in both fabrication and later operation, but one that is
largely ignored is that of hardness in the rolled joint.
Sulphide stress corrosion cracking or hydrogen induced cracking, if you prefer, is normally
controlled in low alloy steels and the stainless steel alloys by specifying a maximum hardness of Re
22 or its equivalent in other hardness scales.12' It is generally accepted that cracking rarely takes
place below this level unless the material is severely cold worked.
Cracking of tubes in rolled joints does not occur frequently. However, cases of such failures do
come to light from time to time. Normally it is found that the cracking is the result of over rolling just
beyond the tubesheet creating very highly stressed areas or the ingress of corrosives between the
tube and tubesheet due to insufficient depth of rolling. There are some instances in which cracking
may be related to sulphide stress corrosion cracking of tubes due to excessive hardness.
The normal argument against cracking in rolled joints is that the tubes should be in compression
and therefore will not suffer stress corrosion. While this may be valid for true stress corrosion
failures such as chloride ion attack on austenitic stainless steels, the same cannot be said for
sulphide attack which may occur in the complete absence of residual stress. Hence it is necessary
to specify rolling techniques and procedures to control the hardness in the joints.
Hardness in a rolled joint may be controlled by one of two methods, both of which involve the
production of experimental joints. The first involves determining what amount of expansion will
produce the desired sealing within the hardness tolerance limits and rolling accordingly. The
second involves determining the maximum amount of torque that may be applied to a rolled joint to
produce the required sealing within the tolerance limits.
This latter method was recently employed for the construction of a number of exchangers and
difficulties were encountered. These difficulties arose due to the initial hardness of the base tubing.
The specification provided for a maximum hardness on the rolled joint of RB 99. In order to allow
some room at the top end of the scale for rerolling the target on rolling was estabished as RB 92. By
experiment it was determined that tubes rolled to effect sealing increased an average of 13
hardness points.
The tubing had been ordered to ASTM A249 which permits a maximum hardness of RB 90. Already
a problem is evident.
Test tubes supplied on which the rolling procedure was produced all had hardness values in the RB
70-72 range. Consequently rolling to effect a seal produced hardnesses in the joints of RB 80-85.
However, when tubes began to show up with initial hardnesses of RB 83-87, still within the ASTM
specification of RB 90, rolling to yield a hardness of RB 92 did not seal the joints. However, the tubes
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were tight enough to permit testing during which leaks were found. Subsequent rerolling could not,
of course, seal the joints.
Increasing the hardness target above RB 92 was the obvious solution but even this would have
been unsuccessful had tubes been in the RB 90 region of the ASTM specification. Therefore, in
order to have rolled joints in sour service that will not be subject to hydrogen induced cracking, the
requirements of ASTM A249 must be tightened to limit the maximum hardness of the tubes to
approximately RB 80. This will permit rolling of the joints and still leave a margin for rerolling leakers.
PITTING OF TUBES
A second consideration with respect to stainless steel tubes involves the selection of the particular
alloy. In many instances the alloy selection may be made on price alone. In other words once the
need for an austenitic stainless steel tube has been established type 304 is generally selected
because it is normally cheaper than other grades.
In most instances type 304 stainless steel may be adequate for the service. But in conditions
involving fouling or pitting this alloy suffers from premature failure.
In hydrogen sulphide service other considerations such as stress corrosion cracking also govern
the selection of the alloy or the fabrication method of the bundle - welding versus rolling. In the
same manner selection of welded versus seamless tubing could have a significant outcome on the
life of the heat exchanger.
Stress corrosion cracking in sour service is normally applied to two conditions. The intergranular
corrosion on sensitized material termed polythionic acid attack and sulphide stress corrosion
cracking of severely cold worked material. Of course the presence of chlorides also results in the
standard transgranular attack normally encountered with austenitic alloys.
In order to combat the polythionic acid attack the L grades óf stainless steel are usually specified. In
some instances the stabilized grades are used. But it must be emphasized that the L grades of
stainless steel will not prevent chloride ion stress corrosion cracking as many engineers seem to
think.
Pitting occurs in stainless steel alloys, particularly under crevice-type conditions. Type 304 material
is particularly prone to this form of attack. Photograph 8 is an example of a sulphide pit produced in
a type 304L stainless steel exchanger tube. Eddy current inspection on several bundles revealed
rejection rates of 37% up to 95%. The pits ranged from very shallow to through wall and were
randomly oriented. Type 316L material in other bundles in the same service showed only minor
pitting to a maximum depth of 0.13 mm.
Type 316L is normally chosen for critical service as the molybdenum content results in enhanced
pitting resistance. However, under fouling conditions, pits develop underneath the deposits and can
penetrate the wall very quickly. (Photograph 9) Therefore, selection of alloys must be balanced
against the expected duty of the exchanger to prevent premature failure.

PROTECTION FOR LONG TERM STORAGE
There is a great deal published about corrosion of heat exchangers in service, but what about the
aspects of long term storage. Spare heat exchangers or bundles that may wait years before they
are placed in service can suffer extensive corrosion without ever seeing the service for which they
were intended. Some help may be found in the API Guide for the Inspection of Refinery
Equipment'31, from companies producing preservative compounds and from some companies that
have gone into a shutdown state, but by and large the protection of heat exchangers is largely
based upon one's experience gained through trial of various systems.
Normally exchangers and bundles are protected by filling them or coating them with oil. Bundles
are then wrapped in a protective membrane with the addition of dessicant to absorb moisture. The
exchangers may be pressurized with an inert gas. Problems usually arise due to exterior corrosion
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because of the breakdown of primers and due to crevices created by tubesheets, flanges, bolts,
etc.
In order to eliminate crevices as a probable site of corrosion for the long term storage of equipment,
it was decided to fill the gaps with a rcastic, cover the openings with tape and apply a top coat of
mastic. This effectively sealed the gaps but was extremely labour intensive. It took 88 manhours to
protect a 12 m (40') long exchanger using this method.
Meanwhile in order to protect the back side of flanges and the bolt heads, a preservative based
upon calcium petroleum sulphonates was painted on. By utilizing this compound with its relatively
simple brush application in place of the mastic, effective protection could be applied in 22
manhours greatly lowering the costs and also leaving the gap between the flanges open for
inspection. (Photographs 10 to 16).
A second major storage problem involves spare bundles subject to overseas shipment. These
bundles are normally coated with a preservative oil, wrapped in polyethylene and packaged in
wooden crates. Silica gel is normally added as a dessicant.
This type of protection is normally adequate for about two years storage providing damage to the
polyethylene has not occurred. The natural tendency of many people is to leave the packaging
intact throughout the storage life with potentially disastrous results.
A number of bundles that had been packed, shipped overseas, and subsequently stored for two
years were opened for inspection. The inspection revealed moisture inside the polyethylene wrap.
The dessicant, silica gel, was saturated so that no further moisture could be absorbed. The oil
protection had broken down in isolated areas resulting in some heavy corrosion. This was
particularly true of the tubesheets which were carbon steel into which austenitic stainless steel
tubes were rolled. Crevice corrosion was occurring in the tube holes.
Reapplication of the protection was necessary to retard further attack.
SUMMARY
In summary I would like to emphasize that the design, construction and operation of heat
exchangers should not be separated as they will all affect the performance. All too often a heat
exchanger will fail and the operator will go back to his contracting engineer who was responsible for
the design. The contracting engineer, in turn, will go back to the fabricator. All this takes time and
changes to prevent the failure may not be built into replacements because of the delays involved.
Consequently more failures will occur.
In order to prevent this seeming chaos, all those invglved with the design, fabrication and operation
of heat exchangers should get together to make the end product more reliable. This can only be
accomplished if the designer and fabricator are aware of materials, velocity, deposit etc., limitations
and the operator is aware of design criteria and operating limits that should be imposed upon the
equipment. LET'S TALK!!!
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1. A Heat Exchanger Bank under construction.
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2. Erosion of a heat exchanger shell at the flange in the vicinity of the pass partition plate of a two
pass exchanger.

i -

3. Erosion of the back of the tube sheet in the vicinity of the horizontal baffle in a two pass exchanger.
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4.

Erosion of the back of the tube sheet as in Photo
Number 3.

5. Erosion damage of an exchanger shell at the horizontal baffle location.
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6. Erosion damage of an exchanger shell at the horizontal baffle location.

7. Delaminations caused by hydrogen in exchanger shell material at 130X magnification.
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8. Typical pits found in Type 304L heat exchanger tubing in sour sen/ice.

9. Pit caused by fouling of Type 316L heat exchanger tubing.
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10. Heat exchanger bank under long term protection conditions.
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11. Cover flanges, gap filled with mastic and coated with tape.

12. Feed inlet flanges, gap filled with mastic and coated with tape.
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13. Close up of flanges protected with petroleum based compounds.

14. Protection of the back of flanges, bolts and nuts with a petroleum based compound.
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15. Back of flange protected with petroleum based compound.

16. Protection of flange faces with petroleum based compound.
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HEAT EXCHANGER CLEANING

Presented at the
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HEAT EXCHANGER CLEANING

HEAT EXCHANGERS
The topic of heat exchanger cleaning is, of necessity,
a broad one since so many pieces of industrial equipment can
be considered to be heat exchangers.
In fossil-fired electric generating plants the following
heat exchange equipment is cleaned routinely.
1. Boilers
2. Feedwater heaters
3. Surface Condensers
4. Evaporators
5. Air Preheaters
6.

Nuclear plant steam generators

In the hydrocarbon processing industries, i.e. refineries,
petrochemical plants, plastics, etc. some of the heat transfer
equipment requiring routine cleaning is listed below.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Power Boilers
Process Boilers
Recovery Boilers
Heat Exchangers
Crude Towers
Furnaces

7.

Reaction Vessels

Pulp and paper mills also contain many items of heat
transfer equipment, some of which are included in the list
below.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Kamyr Digesters
Flash Effect Evaporators
Power Boilers
Recovery Boilers
Couch Rolls
Black Liquor Concentrators
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Steel mills, ammonia plants, aluminum mills, rubber
plants - indeed virtually any industry or manufacturing
process operates heat exchangers, sometimes referred to as
heaters, chillers, cookers, coolers, reaction pots, or
some other name.
A complete and detailed discussion of cleaning such a
wide variety of heat transfer equipment is, of course,
beyond the scope of this paper. However, the following
sections are intended to describe basic cleaning techniques and procedures for some typical cleaning jobs.
DEPOSITS
Cleaning jobs on industrial equipment consist in part
of removing deposits.

The nature and characteristics of the

deposits is as varied as the many industries mentioned above
and also as the many processes in which the heat exchangers
are used.

In general it can be stated that the deposits

originate in or come from the fluid being transported
through, reacted in, cooled or heated in the heat excharjers,
For example, the typical deposit found in a high pressure
fossil-fired boiler (magnetite, PesO», copper or copper oxide
plus some nickel and zinc compounds) comes from the water
circulating through the boiler cycle. The materials of
construction of a power plant (carbon steel feedwater
shells and boiler tubes, Admiralty brass condenser tubes,
cupro-nickel feedwater heater tubes) will suffer some metal
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loss due to corrosion in the high purity boiler water,
steam and condensate with the resultant deposition of
these corrosion products in the boiler tubes, headers and
drums.
Similarly, during the refining of crude oil, the
crude oil which contains sulfur components plus some water
is heated in a tower to separate various fractions by
boiling point differences.

The moisture and sulfur in the

crude oil both contribute to corrosion of metal and the
least volatile portions of the crude - paraffin, asphaltines,
tars, gunks - deposit out and degrade at least partially to
coke.

Thus a typical refinery deposit will be a mixture of

iron oxide and iron sulfide corrosion products plus various
degraded carbonaceous components; but, again, the deposit
came out of the fluid moving through the heat exchange
equipment.
Many heat exchangers have untreated cooling water
flowing through the tubes to maintain the temperature of
the products on the shell side. As the cooling water cools
the product or process, the water is heated up with the
resultant precipitation of water hardness scales composed
primarily of calcium and magnesium compounds plus silica.
Fly ash is carried by the exhaust gases from the furnace
in a coal-fired boiler. As the gases leave the boiler the
transported fly ash settles out and gradually plugs the air
preheater.

Both tubular air preheaters and regenerative-

type preheaters routinely become plugged.
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Thus, the deposit in an industrial heat exchanger may
be corrosion products, degraded carbonaceous material,
water hardness scales, fly ash, plastic, etc. but the
deposit will precipitate, scale out, settle out, or in
some manner, come from the fluid moving through the equipment
with no regard to whether the fluid is high purity water,
untreated water, crude oil, some organic reaction mixture
or furnape exhaust gases.
Deposits are the cause of many problems in industrial
equipment.

In general, deposits will

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

have an adverse effect upon heat transfer,
restrict flow capacity,
cause excessive downtime, maintenance and repairs,
degrade product quality,
adversely effect other equipment,
shorten the life of the equipment, and

7.

create safety hazards.

In order to prevent, or at least minimize, these
effects a progressive preventive maintenance program will
include heat exchanger cleaning on a routine basis.
CLEANING
Two objectives of a heat exchanger cleaning job are
(1) to remove all, or at least most, of the deposit and
(2) to protect the equipment and personnel.

Both factors

must be considered in determining the success of an
industrial cleaning job.

If either objective is ignored

the job results will be unsatisfactory.

For example, if

a chemical cleaning contractor circulated distilled water
through a heat exchanger in a determined effort not to
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harm the equipment but giving no consideration to deposit
dissolution, then the job would not accomplish its goal. In
contrast^ boiling 70% nitric acid will dissolve most deposits
but also is equally aggressive toward most metals of construction.

It is unlikely that a customer would be over-

joyed at dissolving all of a deposit if the major portion
of his heat exchanger went into solution in the cleaning
solvent at the same time. Consequently it is important
to remove the deposits in industrial equipment with only
minimal damage to the equipment.
Industrial cleaning divides itself into two broad
areas of work, i.e. deposit removal by high pressure water
jetting and deposit removal by chemical action.

Both of

these broad cleaning techniques are used regularly and
routinely to effectively remove deposits from heat:transfer
equipment. However, both cleaning techniques can also be
used improperly and either fail to remove objectionable
deposits or cause damage to the equipment.
Jetting, as an industrial cleaning procedure, probably
began with the invention of the common garden hose when
people began to realize that a stream of water under even
slight pressure could wash away certain soils and other
deposits. The subsequent development of high pressure
pumps, high pressure flexible hoses, specifically designed
nozzles and specialized equipment have allowed high pressure
water jetting to be applied as a deposit removal technique
in many industries.
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The functions of high pressure pumps and high pressure
flexible hoses are to deliver the needed volume of high
pressure water to the target soil.

A properly designed

nozzle will direct a cohesive high-energy stream of
water against the target. A water stream from an improperly
designed nozzle will frequently "horse-tail" into a divergent
widespread stream which consequently will not contain enough
energy at the point of contact to dislodge the deposit
from the heat transfer surface of the equipment being
cleaned.

Some examples of specialized equipment are tube-

side bundle cleaners, shell-side bundle cleaners, multinozzle jet heads for regenerative air preheater cleaning,
Couch roll cleaners, and single-nozzle high-energy air
preheater wash equipment.
In general the deposits which are amenable to removal
by jetting are brittle, loosely-bonded and porous.

Real

tight hard dense impervious deposits are difficult to
remove by jetting unless they can be undercut and acutally
lifted off the metal by the impinging stream of water.
Otherwise in order to remove such a deposit the water
stream would have to strike the target with a pressure
greater than the compressive strength of the deposit and
frequently such pressures are beyond the capabilities of the
pumping equipment. Also, a wet, filmy, or oily type
deposit, which might be typified by a coat of wet paint,
that can just move around on the target, is very difficult
to remove by jetting. However, brittle, loosely bonded,
porous deposits are frequently found as described in the
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list below.
EQUIPMENT

DEPOSIT

Refinery Heat Exchangers
Shell Side

Degraded crude oil/ coke corrosion
products of iron oxides and
iron sulfides

Heat Exchangers - Tube
Side

Water hardness compounds, magnesium
and calcium carbonates and
sulfates plus silica and silicates

Crude Towers

Degraded crude oil, coke, tar,
asphaltenes, iron oxides and
iron sulfides

Black Liquor Evaporators

Calcium and magnesium carbonates
and lignosulfins

Couch Rolls

Wood pulp fibre

Air Preheaters

Fly Ash

Nuclear Steam Generators

Accumulated sludge on tubesheets

Normally either shell-side or tube-side deposits in
refinery heat exchangers can be removed at 3000 to 5000
psi.

Square-pitch tube bundles can be successfully jetted

to remove

shell-side deposits but the triangular pitch

tube bundles cannot be cleaned in this fashion because there
are no free lanes for the water to penetrate the bundle.
Pressures up to 6000 to 7000 psi may be required to remove
some deposits in pulp and paper mills. The removal of fly
ash from regenerative or tubular air preheaters may
require pressures up to 8000 or possibly more. The upper
practical limit to high pressure jetting appears to be
around 10,000 psi.
At least two precautions, one dealing with possible
equipment damage and the other with personnel safety, should
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be mentioned here.

The question is frequently asked whether

deposit removal by jetting would be more rapid if abrasive
materials such as sand were incorporated in the jetting
water.

Deposit removal might be more rapid with sand-laden

jetting water but base metal removal will definitely be more
rapid.

High pressure water alone will not cut into steel

but if sand or some other abrasive material is included
in the high pressure jetting water metal loss will be
severe.

Sand-laden high pressure water can actually cut

steel pipe into sections so abrasives should not be used
when removing deposits by jetting with high pressure water.
The second precaution is that a cohesive stream of
high pressure water is very dangerous to personnel.

Loss

of eyesight, fingers, feet, hands and life have resulted
from people being struck by a high pressure water jet.
The necessity to observe safe working practices during
jetting jobs cannot be overemphasized.
CHEMICAL CLEANING
A chemical cleaning job consists essentially of dissolving a deposit in a solvent without excessive corrosion
to the materials of construction.

Thus, the dissolution

characteristics of the deposit in the solvent of choice
must be matched against the corrosivity of the solvent on
the base metal.
A chemical cleaning job recommendation should be
based on solubility tests performed in several solvents
on the deposit and on solvent corrosion tests on the
metals with which the solvent will come in contact.
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Corrosion rates of solvents on metals can be quite high.
However, corrosion inhibitors are added to the solvent to
minimize metal dissolution in the solvent.

Some typical

corrosion rates are shown in Table I.
SOLVENT

METAL

INHIBITOR

CORROSION RATES
lb/ft /day

ASTM-209-T1
410 SS
1020 Mild Steel
Admiralty Brass
1020 Mild Steel
1020 Mild Steel
1010 Carbon Steel
1020 Mild Steel

0.1% R-213
0.1% OSI-1
0.05% OSI-1
None
0.1%R-31A
0.1% OSI-1
0.1% OSI-1
0.2% R-213

0.006
0.003
0.003
0.003
0.026
0.002
0.002
0.007

TEMP.

10% HC1
3% HyFor
3% Citric
5% HC1

150 °F
200 *P
200°F
150 °F
175SP
5% H a SO 4
150 °P
5% HF
(NHuKEDTA
200 °P
4%
175°F
10% HC1

In addition to possible damage due to high corrosion rates
of the metal in the solvent, the equipment can be severely
damaged if the cleaning contractor overlooks or is not
aware of certain metallurgical considerations.

For example,

hydrochloric acid should not be used on austenitic stainless
steels due to the possibility of inducing stress corrosion
cracking.

Brasses and some other copper alloy suffer

severe corrosion and stress corrosion cracking in the presence
of ammonium ions.

Therefore ammoniacal solvents should not

be used on these alloys.

Titanium suffers severe cor-

rosive attack in acid solutions containing ammonium bifluoride.

Aluminum will exhibit very high metal loss in

either uninhibited acid solvents or uninhibited alkaline
solutions.

Below are listed some typical heat exchanger

deposits and chemical cleaning recommendations.
High-Pressure fossil-fired boiler:
A typical deposit will consist of a mixture of
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magnetite, Fe30u, plus copper with some nickel and zinc
compounds.

Several cleaning suggestions could be made.

This deposit could be removed, i.e. this boiler could be
cleaned, as follows: a solution of ammoniacal sodium
bromate at 150°F for 4 hours to remove the copper followed
by a fresh water rinse followed by 5% HC1 + 0.25% ABF
+0.1% Rodine 213 at 150°F for 6 hours to dissolve the
iron oxides, nickel and zinc compounds. Then the boiler
should be drained under nitrogen, rinsed with fresh water,
drained under nitrogen, rinsed with 0.1% citric acid
solution, drained under nitrogen and then neutralized and
passivated by filling the boiler with 1% soda ash solution
and firing to 50 psi for 4 hours. An alternate approach
would be to use a copper complexor in the HC1 instead of
having the separate bromate stage to dissolve copper.
A deposit of this type could also be removed by either
the Citrosolv process or by an ammoniated EDTA chelant
treatment. Either of these two solvents will dissolve the
magnetite, zinc, nickel and copper and neutralize and
passivate the freshly cleaned metal surface with one fill
of solvent.
Refinery heat exchanger:
A.

The first case here will be a regular tube-and-

shell heat exchanger which has a deposit consisting of
15-20% carbonaceous matter not severely coked with the
remainder of the deposit being corrosion products of
iron oxides and iron sulfides. In this case a logical
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solvent approach would be an emulsion system composed of
30% (vol) of aromatic solvent such as xylene bottoms as
the external phase with 70% (vol) of 10% to 15% HC1 or
H2SOv as the internal phase. This emulsion could be
circulated at 150°Pto 175°F through the equipment to
be cleaned.

The external aromatic oil phase would

degrease the deposit dissolving part of the carbonaceous
matter and the aqueous acid internal phase would dissolve
the corrosion products.
B.

If the deposit is primarily carbonaceous with

only small amounts of inorganic matter then an emulsion of
30% (vol) aromatic oil external phase with 70% (vol) internal
phase of an aqueous solution of 5% to 10% caustic soda
would have application.

This solution would dissolve some

carbonaceous matter with the aromatic oil, then the caustic
solution would dissolve and saponify more of it and much
of the particulate matter would be carried out at the emulsion
external-internal interface.
Urea plant/heat exchanger:
This heat exchanger had a carbon steel shell and 316
stainless steel tubes. The 3/4" diameter tubes had a
very hard dense tight deposit of hematite (Fe3Ott) approximately
1/8" thick on the interior surface. Heat transfer efficiency
had decreased severely.

High pressure jetting at 10,000

psi failed to remove the deposit. Laboratory tests indicated
that the deposit was soluble in inhibited 10% EDTA + 1% N a H 4
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at 210°F.

The actual cleaning job in the field consisted

of both jetting'and chemical cleaning.

First, one vessel

fill of solvent spent to zero active material.
fill of solvent also spent to zero.

The second

Then the vessel was

drained and the inside of the tubes were jetted with high
pressure water which removed some more deposit.

The third

fill of solvent spent to zero and this was followed by
another jetting stage.

A fourth fill of solvent dissolved

a significant quantity of iron but did not spend to completion.

A subsequent inspection revealed that small patches

of scale were still attached to the tubes. A final jetting
stage removed these small patches of scale.

A total 0f

almost 1800 pounds of Fe 2 0 3 was dissolved in the solvent
With an estimated additional 200-300 pounds of deposit
removed by jetting.
H.F. Alkylation Unit Heat Exchanger:
Most HF alkylation unit heat exchangers are tubed with
carbon steel tubes.

However, some of these heat exchangers

do have cupro-nickel tubes.

The materials of construction

are very important in this case.

The deposit on the carbon

steel tubes will be FeF 2 (iron II fluoride) which is readily
soluble in cold inhibited HC1 and thus can be easily
removed.

However, the deposit on the cupro-nickel tubes

is a complex iron-copper-nickel-fluoride which has very
limited solubility in any solvent safe to use in chemical
cleaning work.

In some severe cases the cupro-nickel tubes
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cannot be cleaned and therefore entire tube bundles must
be replaced.
Flue Gas Scrubbers:
Fossil-fuels contain small amounts of sulfurc

As the

i

fuel is burned the sulfur produces S0 2 which goes out the
stacks. One method of minimizing air pollution by S0 2 is to
scrub it out of the flue gases by forcing them through a
lime-water slurry. The S0 2 reacts with the lime to produce
gypsum (CaS04*2H20) which plugs up the scrubber and should
be removed.

One method of gypsum removal is to treat the

deposit with an alkaline aqueous solution of a mixture of
potassium hydroxide and acetic acid plus acetic anhydride.
This solution will not dissolve gypsum but rather
disintegrates the crystalline gyp into a soft pumpable
slurry which can be flushed and rinsed out of the equipment.
Industrial Boilers:
Water treatment programs, equipment and controls in
high pressure utility company boilers are quite sophisticated
and effective. Consequently, the deposits found in such
units usually consist of primarily magnetite and copper.
In most industrial boilers the water treatment programs
are not nearly as effective and consequently many additional
components make up deposits in industrial boilers. Deposits
in industrial boilers will frequently contain hematite
(Fe2O>), hydroxylapatite, magnesium silicate, silica,
calcium carbonate, calcium sulfate and other scale and
corrosion products in addition to magnetite. A typical
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approach to cleaning this type of deposit is to use 7 1/2%
HC1 + 0 . 5 % ABP + 0 . 2 % Rodine 213 at 160-170°F for 6 to 8
hours followed by two water flushes then a soda ash boilout
for neutralization and passivation. However, sometimes
organic matter will get into the boiler and will degrade
to coke mixed intimately with the inorganic scale components thus generating a deposit which is very difficult
to remove. One example is a pulp mill recovery boiler
which had operated on water contaminated by black liquor.
The organic matter in the black liquor degraded to carbon
in the matrices of the inorganic components of the deposit
producing a very tight dense tenacious scale. A multistage removal procedure as described below finally cleaned
the boiler. First, an oxidizing alkaline treatment of
NaOH + KMnOn to oxidize some of the carbonaceous material
was introduced to the boiler. Following two water flushes
the next stage was inhibited 7 1/2% HC1. The acid stage
was drained, the unit was flushed with water and then
filled with ammonical sodium bromate to dissolve any
copper and also to oxidize additional carbonaceous matter.
Two water rinses were then followed by an HC1 stage,
another rinse and then a 2% caustic boilout. The job
was then finished up with a third 7 1/2% HC1 stage with
a soda ash boilout for neutralization and passivation.

The

unit went back into service and has operated satisfactorily.
The nature of the deposit dictated the cleaning procedure. -
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Nuclear Plant Steam Generator:
A pilot plant demonstration cleaning to determine
whether chemical cleaning could remove grown-in-place
corrosion products from the crevice between tubes and the
tube support plates in a nuclear steam generator was
performed in January 1978. In addition to the crevice
corrosion products which were causing tube denting the
steam generator also had a significant gualtity of sludge
accumulation on the tube sheet. Analysis of the sludge
indicated the following approximate composition.
SLUDGE COMPOSITION
Material

Relative Y.c%

Cu
/ CuO
Cu2O
Fe 3 O»
Pe 2 O 3

1

22.2
2.8
2.8
46.7
16.7

Na2HPOu

8.8

Laboratory testing for sludge solubility, penetration
rate of solvent in corrosion product laden crevices,
corrosion rates on metals of construction and other
variables required several months. The laboratory
work resulted in a cleaning procedure, which specified
a two-fill cleaning sequence.
1.

Sludge removal stage

The first fill, for sludge removal, consisted
initially of inhibited 4% EDTA at pH 4.5 circulated at a
rate of 150 gpm (568 1/m) through an external pumping
loop at 200°F (93°C).

Pump suction was taken from the
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bottom of the steam generator, and pump discharge was
directed to the top of the generator.

Additional agitation

was accomplished inside the generator by periodic introduction of nitrogen gas. Chemical analyses were conducted
hourly to monitor (Fe) and active (EDTA). More EDTA
concentrate was added when the active EDTA concentration
decreased to less than 0.5%

When chemical testing showed

a leveling off of iron content, the pH of the solvent was
raised to 9.5 with ammonia, the temperature was lowered
to 150°P (66 0 0 , sodium nitrite (0,5%) was added and air
agitation was commenced to accomplish copper dissolution
in the generator.

The copper concentration was analyzed

hourly nntil the copper content of the solvent showed
no further increase. Then the unit was drained and rinsed
once with fresh water before the second stage was introduced.
2.

Crevice penetration stage

The second fill, for crevice penetration consisted cf
inhibited 8% EDTA + 4 % citric acid ammoniated to a pH
between 4.0 and 4.5. The solution was circulated at 150
gpm (568 1/m) at 200°F (93°C). Chemical analyses were
conducted every 2 to 4 hours to monitor (Fe) and active
(EDTA). More EDTA was added when analyses showed less
than 6% EDTA.

This cleaning step was continued for approxi-

mately 6 days. Reverse dented crevice corrosion specimens
were placed in the flow loop and these were inspected
periodically to determine the effectiveness of the solvent
in cleaning the corrosion products from the crevices.
Finally, the pH of the solvent was raised to approximately
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8 with ammonia, hydrazine (0.5%) was added and the system
was passivated for 4 hours. The system was then cooled,
drained and flushed.
The results of the cleaning were encouraging.

The

solvent removed approximately 15 pounds of copper and
enough iron to represent 435 pounds of Fe3Ou in the sludge
stage. An additional 164 pounds of Fe30» was removed
in the second stage. Additionally crevice corrosion
tests on laboratory prepared reverse dented specimens
indicated that the solvent penetrated a 3/4" long crevice
in no more than 58 hours, 7/8 inch in 106 hours or less
and a 1 inch long crevice in 154 hours. A 1 1/8 inch
core was included in the test and it was not completely
freed in 154 hours at which time the cleaning was stopped.
Overall, the cleaning job was successful.

SUMMARY
It is hoped that this presentation has aided in
enlightening you concerning some matters of interest
pertaining to cleaning industrial heat exchangers.
The author wishes to thank the Atomic Energy of
Canada Limited and Mr. J.C. McCardle for the invitation
to present this paper and also to thank Halliburton
Services for permission to do so.
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08:00

REGISTRATION

09:00

Welcome by P. Comer - CNA R&M Sub-Committee Chairman

09:05

Key-note Speaker
Mr. W.G. Hatton, Executive Vice-President
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited - Chemical Company

MORNING SESSION

Moderator - P.A. Ross-Ross
Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited.

09:30

Major Heat Exchanger Performance (In CANDU Nuclear
Generating Stations)'
D.G. Dueck, Equipment and Reliability - Nuclear Generating
Division - Ontario Hydro

10:00

Vibration and Fretting - Wear of Heat Exchangers
P.L. Ko, M.J. Pettigrew, G.A. Wolgemuth, A.O. Campagna,
Engineering Research Branch» Chalk River Nuclear
Laboratories, Atomic Energy of Canada Limited

10:30

COFFEE

10:50

Heat Exchanger Inspection and Maintenance
K. Mahil, Equipment and Reliability - Nuclear Generating
Division - Ontario Hydro.

11:20

Potential for ultrasonic Inspection of Heat Exchangers
Tubes
M.J. Ward, Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories,
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited

12:00

LUNCH

AFTERNOON SESSION

Moderator - J.C. McCardle
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
Chemical Company

13:30

Heat Exchanger Performance at Gentilly I
R. Abraham, Hydro Quebec

14:00

Plate Heat Exchangers for the Power Industries
G. Nordin and Hans 'jhansson, Alpha-Laval, Sweden

14:30

COFFEE

'
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14:50

Problems Associated with Heat Exchangers in the Heavy
Water Industry
R.J. Tvigg, Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
Chemical Company

15:20

Heat Exchanger Cleaning
John R. Gatewood, Halliburton Services,
Duncan* Oklahoma, U.S.A.

16:00

Panel Discussion
Heat Exchanger Reliability Improvement
P. Barker, Vice-President Marketing and Sales
Muirhead Engineering, Toronto
M.H.D. Blore, Technical Manager
Port Hawkesbury Heavy Water Plant
AECL Port Hawkesbury, Nova Scotia
E..T.. Hartlen, Ontario Hydro Research
Toronto, Ontario
R.G. Lyons, Nuclear System Department
Ontario Hydro,
Toronto, Ontario

16:50

Closing Reaarks
P. Comer

